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Executive Summary 

he United States Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) 

reconfirmed in recent guidance 

that drilling operators are prohibited 

from injecting diesel fuels to 

hydraulically fracture oil and gas wells 

unless authorized by a Safe Drinking 

Water Act permit. An Environmental 

Integrity Project (EIP) investigation 

into the industry’s compliance with this 

mandate identified 351 unpermitted 

wells fracked with diesel fuels between 

2010 and July 2014 by 33 different 

companies across 12 states, with Texas, 

Colorado, and North Dakota indicating 

the highest volumes injected. EIP’s 

identification and analysis of these 

wells was based on data submitted by 

the industry to the fracking chemical disclosure registry, FracFocus, and EPA 

public records.  

In 2005, Congress stripped EPA of its authority under the Safe Drinking Water 

Act to regulate injection of fracking fluids, except diesel fuels, as part as what is 

known as the “Halliburton Loophole.” Congress left intact EPA’s authority to 

regulate diesel fuels because they contain high levels of benzene, ethylbenzene, 

toluene or xylene (known as BTEX), chemicals that are highly mobile in 

groundwater and that are known to cause cancer or other significant health 

effects. In the past decade, and as recently as February 2014, the industry 

repeatedly has asserted that the use of diesel fuels in fracking no longer occurs. 

Yet EIP identified these 351 wells and found no evidence that any of the wells’ 

operators applied for or received a Safe Drinking Water Act permit.1 A June 

2014 report by the U.S. Government Accountability Office addressed the 

continued use of diesel in the fracking process, and specifically noted that none 

of the state programs reviewed for the report had issued Safe Drinking Water 

Act permits. Moreover, EIP identified numerous fracking fluids with high diesel 

content for sale online, including over a dozen products offered by Halliburton 

(advertised as additives, friction reducers, emulsifiers, solvents, etc.) Operators are 

clearly buying these products without obtaining permits to use them. In addition, 

EIP’s review of diesel products available online found no indication that 

Halliburton or any other supplier is informing customers that injection of diesel 

products is prohibited unless authorized by a Safe Drinking Water Act permit. 

T 

Fracking with diesel 

fuel can pose a risk to 

drinking water and 

human health 

because diesel 

contains benzene, 

toluene, and other 

chemicals that have 

been linked to cancer 

and other health 

problems. This 2014 

photograph shows 

gas wells next to a 

residential 

neighborhood in 

southwest 
Pennsylvania. 
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Permit programs are essential to EPA and the states’ environmental missions, and 

in this case, the purpose of Safe Drinking Water Act permits is to protect human 

health by ensuring, for this generation and those that follow, that fracking activities 

do not contaminate or threaten existing or potential sources of drinking water. 

These threats to health and water are not just theoretical. Pennsylvania released 

public information in July 2014 indicating that fracking “damaged” public water 

supplies 209 times since the end of 2007. A multi-day fire and up to 30 explosions 

from a fracking-related mishap on a well site owned by Statoil occurred on June 28, 

2014, in Clarington, Ohio. Halliburton was fracking the well and was on site at the 

time of the accident, which involved 

at least 16 different fracking products 

(including 9,000 gallons of diesel). In 

addition to potential impact to 

drinking water supplies, 

approximately 70,000 fish were 

killed (as far as three and a half miles 

downstream) as a result of the 

uncontained chemicals and well 

flowback.  

The true number of wells fracked 

with diesel is likely much larger than 

the 351 wells identified in this report. 

There are a number of reasons for 

this, including: 1) well operators can 

assert trade secret claims, which are 

not subject to verification, and 

thereby avoid disclosing diesel use; 2) there are numerous flaws in the way users can 

search and access FracFocus data, resulting in the under-identification of wells 

fracked with any particular mixture or chemical, including diesel; 3) FracFocus 

allows well operators to amend or replace disclosures, at any point in time, without 

leaving a record of the change; and 4) companies like Halliburton continue to 

produce fracking fluids that contain diesel fuels, which means operators are 

purchasing and using them to frack wells—regardless of whether they are disclosed.  

Through its investigation, EIP learned that some well operators have replaced—and 

continue to replace—their original FracFocus disclosures (that reported the injection 

of diesel fuel) with new disclosures that no longer indicate injection of diesel fuel. 

This is curious given that many of the disclosures EIP first identified were changed 

after EPA issued its draft guidance on the use of diesel in hydraulic fracturing in 

May 2012 and then others were replaced after the guidance became final in February 

2014.2 In short, whether through trade secret claims, changing disclosures, or 

outright failure to reveal the use of products that contain diesel, the industry is 

under-reporting both the frequency and amount of diesel fuels used. 

Unfortunately, diesel fuels are not the only fracking fluids that pose significant 

threat to human health, which is why the Halliburton Loophole is both wrong and 

potentially dangerous. A quick search on FracFocus reveals the injection of 

countless different products and mixtures that contain BTEX chemicals (some at 

concentrations significantly higher than what are present in diesel fuels) as well as 

Aerial photograph 

taken June 14, 2014, 

shows gas wells next 

to residential 

neighborhood in 

Greene County, 

Pennsylvania.  

Photo caption goes 

here. Photo caption 

goes here 

A fire and explosions 

at this well in 

Clarington, Ohio, in 

June 2014 involved 

16 different fracking 

products, including 

diesel fuel. The 

accident polluted 

miles of a nearby 

stream and caused a 

significant fish kill. 
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other dangerous chemicals, such as acrylamide, a known carcinogen. Despite the 

risks posed, EPA lacks authority to regulate the injection of these chemicals—at 

least when oil and gas operators are doing the injection. 

When Congress manipulates environmental statutes for the benefit of polluters and 

ignores best available science, double standards like the Halliburton Loophole are 

born. Congress should fix its mistake and restore EPA’s authority to require safe 

practices at oil and gas injection wells, though today’s political climate renders the 

possibility remote. But until that happens, diesel fuels are unique in that they 

presently are the only category of fracking fluids subject to permitting under the Safe 

Drinking Water Act. For this reason, EIP urges the following: 

 EPA and the states must exercise their authority over diesel fuels by 

investigating the compliance status of these 351 wells and by taking all 

necessary steps to ensure that these and any other wells are properly permitted. 

 Operators should voluntarily agree to disclose the concentration of diesel and 

other BTEX chemicals in all fracking fluids, regardless of potential proprietary, 

trade secret claims. This is important both for the safety of communities 

impacted by fracking and to preserve and protect current and future sources of 

drinking water.  

 Companies that continue to supply diesel-containing fracking products should 

be required to label their products and notify operators of the need to obtain 

permits prior to fracking. 

 States should list diesel-based fracking products that require a permit. 

 The operators of FracFocus should improve the database’s transparency and 

accountability, and address the under-identification issue. 

Taking these steps would help alleviate the public health concerns that arise when 

private economic and political interests, not science, dictate environmental decision-

making. 
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Background  

In 2005, Congress enacted the Energy 

Policy Act, which among other things, 

exempted hydraulic fracturing activities 

from key requirements of the Safe Drinking 

Water Act and the Clean Water Act. 

Adding to the oil and gas industry’s vast list 

of exemptions from other federal 

environmental laws, these exemptions have 

come to be known as the Halliburton 

Loophole —named for then-Vice President 

Dick Cheney’s former company that is 

largely credited with inventing the 

controversial technique in the 1940s.  

Because of the Halliburton Loophole, 

chemicals used to frack wells and the wastes generated from production can be 

stored or disposed in ways that other industries using similar chemicals are 

prohibited from doing. This is particularly problematic because wells are fracked 

using an array of chemicals that are known carcinogens or that create significant 

other health risks when consumed or inhaled, including neurological damage, 

liver and kidney damage, or anemia. After all, human exposure to fracking 

chemicals such as benzene (a component of diesel fuel) is dangerous regardless 

of its source and irrespective of whether Congress stripped EPA of its authority 

to prevent its release into the environment.  

But sometimes even loopholes have loopholes. Despite Congress’ sweeping move to 

undercut EPA’s authority to protect public health and the environment from 

fracking, lawmakers allowed the agency to retain its authority in the Safe Drinking 

Water Act to regulate underground injection of diesel fuels.
3
 This is because diesel 

contains chemicals such as benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene (known as 

BTEX) that are highly mobile in groundwater and pose significant threat to human 

health. EPA regulates the injection of diesel fuels by prohibiting the practice except 

where the permitting authority (either EPA or states that have been granted primacy 

to enforce the program) has issued a Safe Drinking Water Act permit.
4
  

This seems simple enough. Well operators who inject diesel fuels must first obtain a 

permit designed to ensure that no fluid escapes the well and threatens an 

underground source of drinking water. This is especially important during the 

fracturing process, where up to five million gallons of liquid is injected under very 

high pressure. Well operators who inject diesel fuels without first obtaining a Safe 

Drinking Water Act permit are in violation of the act and are subject to 

enforcement, including the assessment of civil penalties.  

This surviving permit requirement—which includes safeguards such as mechanical 

integrity testing and groundwater monitoring—should be good news for both public 

health and the environment. But there is a problem: the requirement is not being 

enforced. EIP’s investigation did not uncover a single permit or pending permit 

Hydraulic fracturing 

produces large 

amounts of waste 

water that often 

contains pollutants 

and toxic chemicals. 

Shown here is a 

wastewater 

containment pond in 

Pennsylvania. 
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application and neither EPA nor the 

states are taking steps to address the 

industry’s apparent lack of 

compliance. This is concerning, 

especially since the problem is not 

new. In 2011, House Democrats sent a 

letter to then-EPA Administrator Lisa 

Jackson highlighting the results of an 

investigation into the continued 

unpermitted use of diesel fuel in 

fracking fluids.5 Despite industry 

assurances that diesel use had been 

discontinued, dating back as far as 

2003 and including a 2010 statement 

by Energy In Depth, a group 

representing the majority of U.S. oil and gas producers, that “diesel fuel is simply 

not used in fracturing operations,” the Congressional investigation concluded 

otherwise.6 In fact, 12 of the 14 companies that agreed to voluntarily disclose the 

ingredients of their fracking fluids to Congressional investigators—including 

proprietary and trade secret products—admitted using millions of gallons of diesel 

fuels between 2005 and 2009. The letter to Lisa Jackson concluded by noting that 

the failure of these companies to obtain permits for diesel fuel use in hydraulic 

fracturing appeared to be a violation of the Safe Drinking Water Act.7  

New EPA Guidance on Diesel in Fracking Fluids 

A little over a year later (May 2012), EPA sought comments on draft guidance 

clarifying the definition of “diesel fuels” for Safe Drinking Water Act permitting 

purposes.
8
 The draft guidance proposed that permit writers should consider the term 

“diesel fuels” to include products or ingredients identified by one of six Chemical 

Abstracts Services Registry Numbers (CASRNs or CAS) or their associated 

common synonyms, including diesel fuel, diesel oil, kerosene, kerosine, distillates, 

and light distillate fuel oils. EPA stated that it selected the six CAS numbers (and 

associated common synonyms) because they met the chemical and physical 

properties of “diesel fuel” as provided in the Toxic Substance Control Act 

Inventory:  

Diesel fuel is a complex combination of hydrocarbons produced by the distillation 

of crude oil. It consists of hydrocarbons having carbon numbers predominantly in 

the range of C9 through C20 and boiling in the range of approximately 163 ˚C to 

357 ˚C (325 ˚F to 675 ˚F).
9
  

 

EPA issued its final guidance on February 12, 2014, citing the health risk and high 

mobility of certain aromatic hydrocarbon compounds, including BTEX, present in 

diesel fuel.10 Instead of adopting the definition of diesel fuels proposed in 2012, or 

any of the other broader, more inclusive definitions considered in the draft 

guidance, the agency directed federal and state permit writers to consider a smaller 

U.S. Representative 

Henry Waxman and 

House Democrats led a 

2011 investigation of 

diesel in hydraulic 

fracturing that found a 

lack of required permits 

and apparent violations 

of the Safe Drinking 

Water Act.  Years later, 

the problem continues, 

despite denials by the 
drilling industry.  
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group of products encompassing five CAS 

numbers.11 EPA’s stated rationale for 

narrowing the definition was that the diesel 

fuels identified in the final guidance contain 

up to 25 percent aromatic hydrocarbons by 

weight and can also contain 20 to 60 percent 

polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons by 

volume.12 This represented a significant 

tailoring of EPA’s scope of authority to 

regulate this activity under the Safe Drinking 

Water Act.  

EPA’s carefully tailored, final guidance 

illustrates the agency’s historic reluctance to 

enforce this important provision of the Safe 

Drinking Water Act, even though the use of 

diesel fuels in fracking poses a clear health 

risk. Ten years ago, EPA stated that a 

voluntary 2003 Memorandum of Agreement 

between the agency and the three largest 

hydraulic fracturing companies at the time 

(BJ Services Company, Halliburton Energy 

Services, Inc., and Schlumberger Technology 

Corp.) “accomplished the intended goal of removing diesel from hydraulic 

fracturing fluids in a matter of months.”
13

 Some state governments continue to 

believe that diesel fuel is no longer used in fracking. For instance, a 2010 list of 

chemicals used by hydraulic fracturing companies still posted on the Pennsylvania 

Department of Environmental Protection’s website includes the notation “Diesel: 

Use Discontinued.”
14

 A report issued by the United States Government 

Accountability Office (GAO) in June 2014 stated that seven of the eight state 

programs it reviewed were under the impression that diesel was no longer being 

used in their states.
15

  

In 2014, more than three years after being confronted with a Congressional 

investigation that yielded irrefutable evidence to the contrary, EPA seems to have 

wakened. However, the final guidance issued by the agency significantly narrowed 

the universe of diesel fuels now deemed subject to Safe Drinking Water Act 

permitting requirements. Following the release of the 2014 guidance, the drilling 

industry continues to suggest that use of diesel fuel in fracking is a non-issue because 

it has been discontinued. “Based on actual industry practices, diesel fuel use has 

already been effectively phased out of hydraulic fracturing operations,” said Lee 

Fuller, Vice President of Government Affairs at the Independent Petroleum 

Association of America, in a February 2014 statement to the media.16 
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The Environmental Integrity Project’s Investigation 

The Environmental Integrity Project (EIP) wanted to know whether the problem 

was as small—even nonexistent—as industry and regulators perceive. Thus, EIP 

purchased data from PIVOT Upstream Group, a Houston-based consulting firm 

that has taken the well-known FracFocus data and aggregated it into a searchable 

database that can be readily analyzed. Although PIVOT aggregates the data and 

packages it for sale, the firm retains copies of all of the disclosures it obtained 

through FracFocus and records the date on which each disclosure was collected.
17

  

Analysis of the PIVOT data by EIP revealed there were 465 wells fracked with one 

of the five CAS numbers identified in the February 2014 guidance at the time 

PIVOT collected the data. EIP’s subsequent verification of PIVOT’s data—which 

entailed entering each API well number and comparing PIVOT’s data to the current 

FracFocus disclosure—revealed that six operators, who collectively fracked 143 

wells in 2011 and 2012, changed their FracFocus disclosures after PIVOT collected 

their data (PIVOT’s collection of these disclosures occurred mostly in June 2012, 

but a few were obtained in August and October 2012). In other words, the 

indication of diesel use had been removed from all 143 of these well disclosures.  

But at some point between June and October 2012 (when PIVOT conducted its data 

collections), the six operators of these 143 wells reported the combined injection of 

168,971 gallons of diesel fuel as defined by EPA in its February 2014 guidance.
18

 

Yet searching FracFocus today, there is no way to discover that these companies 

ever had reported any diesel use. Curiously, all of these disclosures were changed 

after EPA issued the May 2012 draft guidance. Through the process of verification of 

PIVOT’s data, as well as subsequent FracFocus searches and responses obtained 

from EPA public records requests,
19

 EIP determined there were at least 351 wells 

fracked with diesel, by 33 different operators across 12 states, between 2010 and 

mid-July 2014.
20

 Most of these wells were fracked with either kerosene (CAS no. 

8008-20-6) or diesel (CAS no. 68476-34-6). EIP verified, at least once between June 

18 and August 5, 2014, that the FracFocus disclosures for all 351 wells indicated the 

use of diesel.
21

  

However, recent spot checks by EIP reveal that some of the 351 well disclosures 

were changed just in the last few weeks, and no longer indicate diesel injection.
22

 

The fact that operators can replace original FracFocus disclosures—without leaving 

any record of or providing any justification for the change—is a serious problem. 

These operators, who removed reference to diesel use after significant EPA action, 

should be asked to account for their changed disclosures.
23

 All of the 143 well 

disclosures from the PIVOT data were changed after issuance of EPA’s May 2012 

draft guidance and some portion of the 351 disclosures identified in this report were 

changed after issuance of the final guidance in February 2014. Evidence of diesel 

use should not simply disappear from public disclosures because EPA issues 

guidance signaling its renewed interest in enforcing the Safe Drinking Water Act 

prohibition against diesel fuel injection. This phenomenon illustrates well why 

regulatory environmental programs, and not voluntary measures, are necessary both 

to ensure transparency and accountability and to provide appropriate human health 

and environmental safeguards. 
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Like PIVOT, EIP retained copies of the well disclosures analyzed between June 18 

and August 5, 2014. Because there is no way to account for operators who are 

removing the indication of diesel use from their disclosures, this report focuses on 

the 351 wells identified during this time period.  

TABLE 1: TOTAL VOLUME OF DIESEL CHEMICALS 

INJECTED AND TOTAL WELLS, BY STATE 24 

State 
Total Volume Diesel of 

Chemicals Injected (gal) 
Total Wells 

TX 12,808.25 27 

CO 9,173.06 16 

ND 4,778.51 32 

AR 1,989.67 172 

OK 1,465.68 23 

WY 1,310.32 3 

NM 751.92 40 

UT 496.91 1 

KS 153.71 4 

PA 21.96 25 

WV 0.74 7 

MT N/A 1 

Total 32,950.73 351 

It is important to keep in mind that both the number of wells identified in this report 

and the corresponding volume of diesel injected do not account for the complete 

universe of wells fracked using one of the five diesel fuel products identified in 

EPA’s February 2014 guidance. There are a number of reasons for this, including: 1) 

very few operators disclosed to FracFocus in 2010 and data has only begun coming 

in for 2014; 2) some, but not all, states require disclosure to FracFocus; 3) many 

operators may have injected one of the five diesel CAS numbers without indicating 

so on the disclosure form;
25

 3) EIP’s comparison of PIVOT data to current 

FracFocus disclosures revealed that companies can simply change previous 

disclosures without leaving a record of or justification for the change; 4) 15 of the 

351 well disclosures failed to indicate the volume of diesel injected;
26

 5) FracFocus’ 

search engine under-identifies the number of wells fracked with a particular CAS 

number or ingredient; and 6) nearly 80 percent of the total volume of fluid injected 

across all 351 wells identified in this report was marked either as trade secret, 

confidential business information, proprietary information, or with a non-

identifying notation, and was therefore not disclosed or the contents were 

ambiguously described.
27

  

These last two points are particularly important. In addition to the problem of 

transparency created by the fact that FracFocus allows companies to change 

disclosures without maintaining an accessible record of (or reason for) the change, 

problems with the search program itself result in under-identification of wells. For 

example, EIP searched FracFocus using every possible search function other than 

entering specific well numbers—what are known as the American Petroleum 

Institute (API) numbers—and only identified 46 of the 351 wells identified in this 

report. The only way to confirm that each of the 351 wells was fracked with one of 
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the five CAS numbers identified in EPA’s February 2014 guidance was to enter 

each API number individually. 

Without the API numbers in hand—which EIP had to purchase from PIVOT—87 

percent of the 351 wells that disclosed diesel injection could not have been 

identified. Moreover, since PIVOT’s last data pull occurred in early 2014, there 

likely are dozens more wells fracked with diesel in 2013 and 2014 that EIP is unable 

to identify through FracFocus searches alone. This means that searching FracFocus 

data—without API numbers in hand—results in an under-identification of wells 

fracked by a particular CAS number or ingredient. Regulators and the public do not 

have access to reliable information if FracFocus searches do not accurately and 

consistently produce the correct number of relevant disclosures and operators are 

free to change their disclosures for any reason at any time.   

The second significant point to keep in mind with regard to under-estimation is the 

fact that the Congressional investigators who sent the January 31, 2011 letter to 

former EPA Administrator Jackson, referencing the injection of approximately 32 

million gallons of diesel between 2005 and 2009, had access to confidential, trade 

secret information that companies do not disclose to FracFocus.
28

 Without access to 

trade secret information, or the chemical composition of contaminated water used 

as base fluid (known as “flowback” or “produced water”),
29

 there is no way for the 

public or regulators to quantify, monitor, or curtail the unpermitted injection of 

diesel fuels under the Safe Drinking Water Act.   

Operators posting on FracFocus currently have sole discretion to determine whether 

to disclose or claim “trade secret” protection pursuant to Occupational Safety and 

Health Administration (OSHA) standards or any other state or federal standard. No 

substantiation of operators’ claims is required, no verification by federal or state 

agencies occurs, and there is no process for the public to challenge proprietary, trade 

secret claims.
30

  

At a minimum, the industry should stop hiding behind trade secret claims and 

disclose the concentration of diesel fuel ingredients as well as any other EPA-

regulated toxic, hazardous or carcinogenic constituents, including BTEX. Similarly, 

industry should disclose the chemical composition of any flowback or produced 

water used as base fluid. According to a Secretary of Energy Advisory Board Task 

Force report released March 28, 2014, full disclosure of all chemicals to FracFocus 

could “be accomplished with little or no risk to disclosing proprietary 

information.”
31

 Noting that since June 1, 2013, 84 percent of wells registered with 

FracFocus invoked a trade secret claim, the report further recommends the 

disclosure of the contents and percentages of “recycled fracturing fluid” in base 

fluid.
 32

 Disclosure of base fluid composition is crucial because, as the U.S. 

Government Accountability Office acknowledged in 2012, flowback and produced 

water contain a wide range of contaminants that can jeopardize groundwater 

quality.
33

 

Finally, it should be noted that for purposes of this report, the volume of diesel 

injected per well was determined based upon the disclosed mass of the diesel 

ingredient or product, stated as a percentage of the total base flow. Because there is 

not always uniformity in the way operators fill out the FracFocus disclosure forms, 
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and because operators often report the “Total Base Water Volume (gal)” but leave 

blank or denote a zero for the “Total Base Non Water Volume,” it was not always 

possible to determine these combined numbers, which would represent the total 

volume of fracking fluid injected. Thus, EIP conservatively calculated the volume of 

diesel per well, according to the FracFocus disclosures, as follows: Total Base Water 

Volume (gals) x Maximum Ingredient Concentration in HF Fluid/100 = Volume of 

Diesel (gals). EIP’s estimation of the total volume of diesel injected is therefore a 

close approximation, but a definite under-estimation, of the amount of diesel used 

by the 33 operators identified in this report. 

TABLE 2: TOTAL WELLS AND VOLUME OF DIESEL 

CHEMICALS INJECTED, BY OPERATOR 

  Operator Wells 
Total Volume of Diesel 

Chemicals Injected (gal) 

Avg. Volume of Diesel 

Chemicals per Well (gal) 

1 SEECO, Inc. 169 1,830.83 10.83 

2 Oasis Petroleum LLC
34

 23 9.22 0.40 

3 Williams Production 23 8.78 0.38 

4 XTO Energy 21 164.63 7.84 

5 Seneca Resources 18 15.95 0.89 

6 PDC Energy 12 12,104.84 1,008.74 

7 Mid-Con Energy Operating, LLC 12 26.16 2.18 

8 Energen Resources Corporation 8 0.42 0.05 

9 Pioneer Natural Resources 7 57.96 8.28 

10 Mountain V Oil & Gas 7 0.74 0.11 

11 Hess Corporation 5 2,003.02 400.60 

12 Anadarko Petroleum Corp. 5 673.88 134.78 

13 Paul Burton, LLC 5 55.34 11.07 

14 Chevron USA Inc. 5 3.57 0.71 

15 Apache Corporation 4 5,110.13 1,277.53 

16 Cabot Oil & Gas Corp. 3 3,629.56 1,209.85 

17 Devon Energy Production Co. LP 2 1,208.30 604.15 

18 Samson Resources Corp. 2 921.47 460.74 

19 Marathon Oil 2 170.58 85.29 

20 Shell/Woolsey Operating Co. 2 148.02 74.01 

21 Midstates Petroleum Company 2 13.14 6.57 

22 Ranken Energy Corporation 2 8.28 4.14 

23 WPX Energy 2 0.26 0.13 

24 QEP Energy Company 1 1,215.02 1,215.02 

25 Denbury Onshore, LLC 1 924.07 924.07 

26 Occidental Oil and Gas 1 739.96 739.96 

27 Bill Barrett Corporation 1 496.91 496.91 

28 GEORESOURCES Inc. 1 477.35 477.35 

29 Brigham Oil & Gas LP 1 443.38 443.38 

30 Century Exploration Houston, LLC 1 353.97 353.97 

31 Fidelity Exploration & Production 1 134.80 134.80 

32 Range Resources Corporation 1 0.21 0.21 

33 Forest Oil Corporation
35

 1 0.00 0.00 

  Total 351 32,950.73 93.88 
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Risk to Human Health from Diesel Fuel Injection 

The potential impact on human health and the environment related to the 351 wells 

identified in this report is significant. EPA determined that any exposure to 

benzene, a component of diesel fuels and known carcinogen, presents risk to human 

health and set the achievable Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) in drinking 

water at .005 mg/L (5 parts per billion).
36

 To put this in perspective, a quarter 

teaspoon of benzene is enough to make an average swimming pool exceed the 

benzene MCL. As noted in the Congressional Record for the Energy Policy Act of 

2003, EPA estimated that 39 to 75 percent of injected fracking fluids remain in the 

ground, unrecovered. According to a 2003 article in Environmental Science and 

Technology, cited in the Congressional Record, even if only 20 to 30 percent of 

diesel-containing fracking fluid remains underground, it may be enough to render an 

aquifer unfit for human consumption for generations.
37

  

For instance, of the 351 wells identified in this report, up to 25,896 gallons of diesel 

fuel identified as CAS No. 68476-34-6 was used to frack 61 wells. This CAS number 

is commonly known as Diesel Fuel #2. According to the National Institutes of 

Health (NIH), anywhere from 0.003 to 0.1 percent of Diesel Fuel #2 consists of 

pure benzene.
38

 Using the low range (0.003 percent), this means that 0.78 gallons of 

pure benzene were injected across these 61 wells. Continuing the swimming pool 

analogy, that’s 599 teaspoons of benzene. The high range (0.1 percent) yields a 

calculation of 25.9 gallons of benzene contained in the 25,896 gallons of diesel fuel 

injected. This equates to 19,891 teaspoons of benzene. Even if only 20 percent of 

this benzene remains underground, which studies indicate is a conservative 

estimate, the operators of these 61 wells alone are responsible for introducing 

anywhere from 120 to 3,978 teaspoons of benzene into formations that could 

potentially contaminate underground sources of drinking water. That’s the 

equivalent of rendering the water in 480 to 15,912 medium-sized swimming pools 

unsafe for human consumption. 

Analysis of the BTEX concentration in kerosene (CAS No. 8008-20-6), which was 

used to frack 286 of the 351 wells, yields similar results. For example, using mid-

range concentrations obtained from a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) 39 for 

kerosene reveals the injection into these wells of 1.94 gallons of benzene (or 1,490 

teaspoons).
40

 

And these are not just hypothetical risks. Pennsylvania, a state where fracking has 

skyrocketed in recent years in the Marcellus Shale region, is learning this lesson the 

hard way. On July 22, 2014, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette reported that the 

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PA DEP) is about to 

release data indicating that fracking has “damaged” public water supplies 209 times 

since the end of 2007.
41

 According to the article, PA DEP released the database to 

the Post-Gazette in response to an open records request. Other than listing the 209 

public water supplies affected by county, municipality, and date, additional details 

have not yet been provided—including what constitutes “damage.” However, the 

Post-Gazette reports that PA DEP plans to release additional information when the 

data is posted to its website.
42
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FIGURE 1: PENNSYLVANIA WATER SUPPLIES DAMAGED 

BY OIL AND GAS ACTIVITY, 2007-2014 

Map Copyright © Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 2014, all rights reserved. Printed with permission. 

The June 2014 GAO report criticizes EPA (and to some extent, the states) for not 

fully understanding and quantifying what the report refers to as “emerging risks” of 

underground injection associated with oil and gas production.43 According to the 

report, these risks include seismic activity, over-pressurization of geological 

formations, which can lead to surface outbreaks of fluids, and potential 

contamination of underground sources of drinking water by the continued injection 

of diesel fuels.44 

What Permits Require 

Had the operators of the 351 wells discussed in EIP’s report properly applied for 

Safe Drinking Water Act permits, EPA and state authorities would have required 

them to undergo a review process designed to ensure that their injection activities 

did not endanger an underground source of drinking water. For instance, the 

Underground Injection Control regulations found at 40 C.F.R. Part 144, which 

implement this part of the Safe Drinking Water Act, require permit holders, among 

other things, to: 1) map the proposed well area to identify whether there is a nearby 

source of underground drinking water and any natural or manmade pathways to it; 

2) provide an appropriate analysis of the chemical and physical characteristics of the 

proposed injection fluids; 3) notify nearby land owners; 4) undergo extensive testing 

to determine the integrity of the well structure and its ability to withstand high 

pressure injection; 5) conduct pre-drilling (baseline) water quality monitoring and 

periodic post-fracking monitoring to determine whether any fluids from the well 

leaked or migrated;45 6) submit a plugging and abandonment plan once the well no 

longer produces; and 7) provide financial assurance in case the well is not plugged 
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and abandoned properly. In addition, the permitting process provides an important 

opportunity for public comment and notice prior to permit issuance. 

The Public’s Right to Know 

The public’s right to know about pollution and contaminants that threaten health 

and degrade air and water quality is a centerpiece of federal environmental law. The 

oil and gas industry’s continued use of diesel fuels, without benefit of the safeguards 

afforded by the Safe Drinking Water Act 

permitting process, further highlights the need 

for EPA to require the oil and gas industry, as 

one of the nation’s biggest sources of toxic 

releases, to report to the Toxic Release 

Inventory (TRI).  

The TRI is a powerful public resource that 

gives communities information needed to 

challenge permits or siting decisions, spurs 

facilities to reduce toxic emissions, informs 

emergency responders, and provides a critical 

foundation for regulation. The continued and 

significant use of diesel fuel by an industry 

that has denied its use for years only 

highlights the need for more public 

information. FracFocus is a good start, but it is incomplete and under-reports, as 

recently acknowledged in the Secretary of Energy Advisory Board Task Force’s 

report and confirmed by EIP’s investigation. State regulators cannot know what is 

occurring in their states by reviewing disclosures or conducting searches on 

FracFocus alone. This is especially true when operators, as EIP discovered, are free 

to change their disclosures, whether for legitimate reasons or to avoid regulatory or 

public scrutiny. Despite this, 14 states, including Texas, Pennsylvania and North 

Dakota, currently require operators to disclose to FracFocus.46 

Because of this continued lack of transparency, EIP filed a petition in October 2012 

on behalf of sixteen local, regional, and national groups asking EPA to close this 

loophole and require oil and gas facilities to report toxic releases to land, air, and 

water in the same manner that other industries are required to disclose.47 Though it 

may take effort, EIP expects that the agency will make the correct decision to 

require the oil and gas industry to report to the TRI. 

 

 

The oil and gas industry 

is one of the biggest 

sources of toxic chemical 

releases in the U.S., yet it 

benefits from a loophole 

that allows it to avoid 

reporting to the public or 

government through the 

federal Toxic Release 

Inventory. Fourteen 

states require disclosure 

to the fracking industry 

chemical disclosure 

database, FracFocus.  

But FracFocus is 

incomplete, under 

reports, and allows 

drillers to change their 
disclosures after the fact. 
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The Continued Sale of Fracking Products 

Containing Diesel 

Despite the Safe Drinking Water Act’s prohibition against the injection of diesel in 

the absence of a permit issued by EPA or an authorized state, companies continue 

to produce diesel-containing products for well fracturing, including Halliburton 

Energy Services. In fact, a review of Halliburton’s products list reveals over a dozen 

products offered for sale that contain high concentrations of diesel. According to 

EPA’s February 2014 guidance, injection of any of these products—in any 

amount—requires a Safe Drinking Water Act permit. Clearly, operators are buying 

these products. For example, several of the 351 wells identified in this report were 

fracked with either LGC-35, CL-22 M Crosslinker, or BC-200, products which 

contain up to 60 to 100 percent diesel (CAS No. 68476-34-6).48 Yet as EIP’s 

investigation has shown, no permits or permit applications exist for these or any of 

the 351 wells identified in this report.  

If “diesel fuel use has already been effectively phased out of hydraulic fracturing 

operations,” as an industry representative stated as recently as February 2014, then 

why are these products still for sale?49 

The right thing to do, both for public health and the safety and future of our water 

supply, is to remove these products from the shelf. But if Halliburton and other 

suppliers continue offering diesel products for sale—products that contain benzene 

and other BTEX chemicals known to cause cancer and other serious health effects—

they at least should agree to warn well operators that use of these products requires 

a Safe Drinking Water Act permit. In addition, any advertisement of such products 

online or elsewhere should include clear, concise labels indicating the prohibition 

against injection of diesel. 

TABLE 3: EXAMPLES OF HALLIBURTON WELL PRODUCTS 

THAT CONTAIN DIESEL FUELS (AS PER MSDS) 50 

Product Name Diesel CAS No. % Diesel in Product Product Application 

EZ MUL 68476-34-6 10 – 30 Emulsifier 

FORTI-MUL 68476-34-6 10 – 30 Emulsifier 

FR-P 8008-20-6 10 – 30 Friction Reducer 

LGC-IV with DIESEL 68476-34-6 30 – 60 Liquid Gel Concentrate 

LGC-VI (Diesel with Flash Point > 55C) 68476-34-6 30 – 60 Liquid Gel Concentrate 

LGC-IV with KEROSENE 8008-20-6 30 – 60 Liquid Gel Concentrate 

N-VER-SPERSE O with DIESEL 68476-34-6 60 – 100 Dispersant 

RSP FLUID with DIESEL 68334-30-5 30 – 60 Additive 

TOLUENE/DIESEL BLEND 68476-34-6 30 – 60 Solvent
51

 

WLC-4 DIESEL SLURRY 68476-34-6 30 – 60 Fluid Loss Additive 

KEROSENE 8008-20-6 60 – 100 Solvent 

LGC-35 68476-34-6 30 – 60 Liquid Gel Concentrate 

CL-22M CROSSLINKER 68476-34-6 30 – 60 Crosslinker
52

 

BC-200 68476-34-6 30 – 60 Crosslinker
53
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

he fact that the oil and gas industry continues to inject diesel fuels, and can 

change what is “disclosed” on FracFocus to conceal their use, is alarming. 

Congress created the Halliburton Loophole which stripped EPA of most of 

its authority to ensure safe well production practices, but industry is still trying to 

expand the loop. Despite Congress’ decision to leave intact EPA’s authority to 

closely regulate the injection of diesel fuel—which is prohibited in the absence of a 

Safe Drinking Water Act permit—well operators continue to use diesel products and 

companies like Halliburton continue to supply them. When EPA shows signs of 

concern and issues draft and then final guidance clarifying the diesel prohibition, 

evidence of past diesel use begins to disappear from FracFocus disclosures. 

Operators are free to erase past evidence of diesel use, whether to correct an honest 

error or to avoid regulatory or public scrutiny, because FracFocus allows disclosures 

to be revised or replaced without leaving a record of or providing an explanation for 

the change. This is just wrong. 

Diesel fuels, like other BTEX-containing mixtures or products, pose significant risks 

to human health and potential drinking water supplies. As with any fossil fuel 

extraction method, accidents, spills, and leaks happen with hydraulic fracturing. For 

example, on February 27, 2014, a North Dakota oil well failed during hydraulic 

fracturing by Halliburton and spewed approximately 8,400 gallons of oil and up to 

nearly 3,000 gallons of fracking fluid per day for at least 3 days.54 As recently as 

June 28, 2014, what became a multi-day fire with more than 30 explosions erupted 

T 
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at a well pad in Clarington, Ohio. The accident, which occurred during a well frack 

by Halliburton, resulted in the evacuation of 25 residences and caused a significant 

fish kill (approximately 70,000) as far downstream from the site as three and a half 

miles. Representatives of Halliburton and Statoil, the well pad owner, were on site 

at the time of the accident. In addition to radiological materials, an EPA, Region 5 

on-scene coordinator (emergency responder) catalogued the presence of at least 16 

different chemical products on the well pad, including 9,000 gallons of diesel fuels: 

Materials present on the Pad included but was not limited to: diesel fuel, hydraulic oil, 

motor oil, hydrochloric acid, cesium-137 sources, hydrotreated light petroleum 

distillates, terpenes, terpenoids, isoproponal, ethylene glycol, paraffinic solvents, 

sodium persulfate, tributyl tetradecyl phosphonium chloride and proprietary 

components. As a result of fire-fighting efforts and flow back from the well head, 

significant quantities of water and unknown quantities of products on the well pad 

left the Site and entered an unnamed tributary of Opossum Creek that ultimately 

discharges to the Ohio River.
55

 

The EPA report, made public by a local NBC affiliate on July 22, 2014, indicated 

that the fire burned over the course of five days. Because flowback from the well 

could not be contained, and was flowing toward the creek, the well head was “shut-

in” on June 29, 2014. Subsequent sampling of run-off from the well pad indicated 

the presence of numerous toxic chemicals, including benzene, xylene, naphthalene, 

and toluene. Although the impact to drinking water (both to surface and 

underground sources) as a result of this accident is not yet known, plans to assess 

surrounding drinking water wells are underway.
56

 According to one report, it took 

Halliburton five days to produce to EPA and Ohio officials a full list of the 

“proprietary” fracking chemicals used at the site.
57

 

As first responders in Ohio publicly stated, lack of complete disclosure of the 

chemical composition of the fracking fluids on site resulted in “some questionable 

moments” when it came to keeping the fire fighters safe.
 58

 In addition to the 

public’s right to know, the issue of full disclosure, at its most fundamental, is an 

issue of safety. Faulty well construction and lack of precautions to prevent 

movement of fracking fluids into underground sources of drinking water only 

compound the risk posed by recent accidents like those in North Dakota and Ohio. 

A well properly constructed and operated pursuant to the conditions and 

requirements of a Safe Drinking Water Act permit might have prevented some of 

this risk to human health and devastation of natural resources.  

As previously noted, it appears that all 351 wells identified in this report were 

constructed and fracked outside the Safe Drinking Water Act permitting process, 

and in violation of the law. For these reasons, EIP recommends the following:  

1) EPA and the states authorized to implement the Safe Drinking Water Act 

should consider taking appropriate enforcement against all 33 operators 

identified in this report and, at a minimum, require the immediate submittal of 

permit applications.  

EPA and the states should also launch their own comprehensive investigations 

into the continued unpermitted use of diesel fuel in fracking. As the June 2014 

GAO report notes, EPA needs to provide guidance to states on the information 
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needed to properly and completely identify and permit diesel use in fracking 

operations.
59

 EIP’s investigation into diesel use by the oil and gas industry 

began in March 2014. A significant percentage of disclosures that originally 

indicated diesel use no longer indicate that these wells were fracked with diesel. 

The operators of those wells should be required to account for the change in 

their disclosures.  

Although not all of the protective requirements of a Safe Drinking Water Act 

permit can be realized after a well is drilled, many measures should still be 

required in these cases, including identification of nearby sources of 

underground drinking water, submittal of a chemical analysis of all fracking 

fluids, mechanical integrity testing, water quality monitoring, submittal of a 

plugging and abandonment plan, and financial assurance.  

2) Well operators also should voluntarily agree to disclose the concentration of 

diesel and other BTEX chemicals in all fracking fluids, regardless of potential 

proprietary, trade secret claims.  

This is important both for the safety of communities impacted by fracking and 

to preserve and protect current and future sources of drinking water. As this 

investigation reveals, there have been hundreds of wells fracked with diesel in 

the last five years—and the true number may be much higher. Regulators 

cannot understand the risk posed to the public as a result of these operations if 

they cannot accurately quantify the amount and type of chemicals used in any 

given location at any given time. As EPA acknowledged in its 2014 guidance, 

diesel fuels are not the only fracking products that contain BTEX or other 

aromatic hydrocarbons that are known to be carcinogenic or otherwise 

dangerous to human health.
60

 

3) Companies that continue to supply diesel-containing fracking products should 

be required to label their products and notify operators of the need to obtain 

Safe Drinking Water Act permits prior to well drilling.  

4) States should list diesel-based fracking products that require a permit. 

5) FracFocus must endeavor to improve the transparency and accountability of 

these disclosures and address the problems that result in under-identification of 

wells.  

EPA and the states have an obligation to protect the public and our water supply 

from the potential hazards of hydraulic fracturing. Federal and state regulators 

should be required to use every tool in their tool belt to protect public health by 

enforcing the law. Exercising their authority to regulate and permit the use of diesel 

fuels in hydraulic fracturing activities would be a good—and long overdue—place to 

start. 
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NOTES  

                                                 
1 EIP staff submitted public information requests to and contacted EPA and state officials by phone for every 
state mentioned in this report in an attempt to verify the permitting status of the wells.  All public information 
inquiries are on file with EIP.  All twelve states and EPA Region 3, which implements this portion of the Safe 
Drinking Water Act (known as the Underground Injection Control (UIC) program) in Pennsylvania, 
confirmed either in writing or orally to EIP staff that no permit applications had been received and no permits 
had been issued for any of the wells as of June 5, 2014.  Follow-up calls to UIC programs in Oklahoma and 
Texas, which had well disclosures (indicating diesel use) that were posted to FracFocus after June 5, 2014, 

revealed no new information.    

2 The 351 wells identified in this report all reported the injection of diesel at the time EIP viewed and 
downloaded the FracFocus disclosures between June 18 and August 5, 2014 (copies of the disclosures viewed 
by EIP during this timeframe are on file with EIP).  See also, Endnote 17, infra. 

3 See 42 U.S.C. § 300h(d) (exempting “the underground injection of fluids or propping agents (other than diesel 

fuels) pursuant to hydraulic fracturing operations”).  

4 40 C.F.R. § 144.11.  Pursuant to the UIC regulations, the Safe Drinking Water Act’s implementing 

regulations, injection wells associated with oil and gas storage and production are categorized as Class II wells 
that require a Class II UIC permit.  40 C.F.R. § 144.6(b)(2).  Note that for purposes of this report, these UIC 

Class II permits are referred to as Safe Drinking Water Act permits or SDWA permits. 

5 See Letter from Rep. Henry A. Waxman et al., to Lisa Jackson, Administrator, EPA (Jan. 31, 2011), available 

at http://democrats.energycommerce.house.gov/index.php?q=news/waxman-markey-and-degette-

investigation-finds-continued-use-of-diesel-in-hydraulic-fracturing-f. 

6 Energy in Depth, When Gummy Bears Attack (Jan. 20, 2010), 

http://www.energyindepth.org/2010/01/when-gummy-bears-attack/ (accessed August 1, 2014). 

7 See Endnote 5, supra. 

8 Permitting Guidance for Oil and Gas Hydraulic Fracturing Activities Using Diesel Fuels—Draft: 

Underground Injection Control Program Guidance #84, 77 Fed. Reg. 27,451 (May 10, 2012). 

9 See EPA, TSCA Chemical Substance Inventory, 

http://www.epa.gov/oppt/existingchemicals/pubs/tscainventory/ (accessed August 1, 2014). 

10 EPA, Permitting Guidance for Oil and Gas Hydraulic Fracturing Activities Using Diesel Fuels: 
Underground Injection Control Program Guidance #84 (Feb. 2014), available at 

http://water.epa.gov/type/groundwater/uic/class2/hydraulicfracturing/upload/epa816r14001.pdf.  BTEX 
compounds are highly mobile in groundwater and are regulated under the SDWA’s national primary drinking 
water regulations because they pose significant risk to human health.  Id. 

11 The five CAS numbers are 68334-30-5, 68476-34-6, 68476-30-2, 68476-31-3, and 8008-20-6.  Id. at 4-5. 

12 PAHs are known for their carcinogenic, mutagenic, and teratogenic properties.  High prenatal exposure to 
PAHs is associated with lower IQ, heart malformations, childhood asthma, and DNA damage linked to 
cancer.  See Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) (1996), 

available at http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxfaqs/tf.asp?id=121&tid=25.  See also, Endnote 9, supra. 

13 See Letter from Rep. Henry A. Waxman et al., to Lisa Jackson, Administrator, EPA (Jan. 31, 2011) (citing 

letter from Benjamin Grumbles, Acting Assistant Administrator, EPA, to Sen. Jim Jeffords (Dec. 7, 2004)). 

14 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection, Chemicals Used by Hydraulic Fracturing Companies in 

Pennsylvania For Surface and Hydraulic Fracturing Activities (June 30, 2010), available at 

http://files.dep.state.pa.us/OilGas/BOGM/BOGMPortalFiles/MarcellusShale/Frac%20list%206-30-

2010.pdf. 

15 See GAO, Report to Congressional Requesters, Drinking Water: EPA Program to Protect Underground 

Sources from Injection of Fluids Associated with Oil and Gas Production Needs Improvement, June 2014, 
available at  http://www.gao.gov/assets/670/664499.pdf. The eight state programs reviewed as part of the 

GAO report were: California, Colorado, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Ohio, Texas, Kentucky and Pennsylvania.  

According to EIP’s investigation, wells have been fracked with diesel in all but California and Kentucky 

between 2012 and 2014. 

16 See, e.g., Neela Banerjee, EPA Begins Regulating the Use of Diesel in Fracking, L.A. Times, Feb. 11, 2014, 

available at http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-fracking-regulations-20140212-story.html; Alan Kovski, 

EPA Issues Final Guidance on Fracking When Injected Fluid Includes Diesel Fuels, Env’t Reporter, Feb. 14, 2014, 

available at http://www.bna.com/epa-issues-final-n17179882105/. 

17 See http://environmentalintegrity.org/archives/6934 (link to EIP’s data) to view data on these 143 wells, 

including the dates PIVOT obtained the disclosures.  In addition, EIP reconfirmed PIVOT’s disclosure 

retention policy by telephone on August 1, 2014.  

http://www.gao.gov/assets/670/664499.pdf
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18 These operators were El Paso E&P Company (30 wells), Energy Corporation of America (33 wells), Pioneer 
Natural Resources (62 wells), SWEPI LP (1 well), Triana Energy (2 wells), and XTO Energy (15 wells) 

(PIVOT data on file with EIP).   

19 EIP sent a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request letter to EPA that produced records indicating the 
use of diesel fuel by seven companies operating in Pennsylvania and West Virginia.  The EPA letter and 
attachments, dated March 13, 2014, in response to EIP’s September 27, 2013 FOIA request, are on file with 
EIP.  Note that Energy Corporation of America, an operator EPA identified as using diesel fuel, is one of the 
six operators who changed its disclosure sometime after the release of EPA’s May 2012 draft guidance and 
PIVOT’s data pull in mid-June 2012.  See Endnote 18, supra. 

20 See http://environmentalintegrity.org/archives/6934 . 

21 If a well disclosure no longer indicates the injection of diesel after the publication of this report, the 
disclosure has been changed. Downloaded copies of the 351 disclosures accessed for this report are on file with 

EIP. 

22 Id. 

23 See http://environmentalintegrity.org/archives/6934 . 

24 The data that EIP obtained from PIVOT Upstream Group dates from 2010 through 2013, with one entry 

from January 2014.  EIP conducted an additional search of the five CAS numbers on FracFocus, which 
revealed 28 additional wells fracked with diesel chemicals in 2014.  EIP excluded duplicate entries from the 
data, but included seven instances where operators clearly reported additional events at the same well—i.e., 
“re-fracking.”  For ease of handling this data, and because each of these “re-fracking” activities in fact used as 

much or more diesel chemicals as the original frac, EIP considered these additional events as separate wells. 

25 For instance, according to FracFocus, a well fracked on Jan. 25, 2014 (API No. 42-331-34821), in Milam 
County, Texas, by Slawson Exploration Company, Inc., indicates the use of diesel (85 percent concentration 
of the total fracking fluid) but the corresponding line for the CAS number contains a CAS number for water.  
It is unclear what kind of error this represents—either diesel-containing water was used that was misidentified 
by CAS number or the CAS number for uncontaminated water was described incorrectly as diesel.  See 

FracFocus, Hydraulic Fracturing Fluid Product Component Information Disclosure, Slawson Exploration 

Co., Eastwood No 2, API No. 42-331-34821 (Jan. 25, 2014) (accessed August 1, 2014, and on file with EIP). 

26 All but one of these 15 wells were fracked with very large volumes of liquid (2.77 million gallons per well on 
average), which suggests that the amount of diesel used was also very large.  See 

http://environmentalintegrity.org/archives/6934 . 

27 This estimate excludes all fluids that were described by trade name or CAS number as “fresh water” or 
“freshwater” but includes other “water”—such as recycled water, treated water, water frac, and lease water—
in the total volume of undisclosed fluids because these kinds of base fluids are likely flowback water or 
produced water, both of which can contain BTEX and other toxic and radioactive chemicals.  See, e.g., 

Institute for Energy and Environmental Research of Northeastern Pennsylvania, What is flowback, and how 

does it differ from produced water?, http://energy.wilkes.edu/pages/205.asp (accessed August 1, 2014).   

28 See Letter from Rep. Henry A. Waxman et al., to Lisa Jackson, Administrator, EPA (Jan. 31, 2011), available 

at http://democrats.energycommerce.house.gov/index.php?q=news/waxman-markey-and-degette-

investigation-finds-continued-use-of-diesel-in-hydraulic-fracturing-f (accessed August 1, 2014). 

29 See Endnote 27, supra. 

30 See, e.g., Kate Konschnik et al., Harvard Law School Environmental Law Program Policy Initiative Legal 
Fractures in Chemical Disclosure Laws: Why the Voluntary Chemical Disclosure Registry FracFocus Fails as a Regulatory 

Compliance Tool (2013), available at http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/environmentallawprogram/files/2013/04/4-

23-2013-LEGAL-FRACTURES.pdf. 

31 U.S. Department of Energy, Secretary of Energy Advisory Board Task Force Report on FracFocus 2.0 (2014), 
available at 

http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/04/f14/20140328_SEAB_TF_FracFocus2_Report_Final.pdf. 

32 Id. at 8, 11. 

33 See Endnote 15, supra.   

34 Oasis Petroleum did not disclose the maximum concentration of the diesel ingredient in the fracking fluid 

and therefore EIP could not compute the volume of the additive for 14 of the 23 wells.   

35 Forest Oil Corporation also failed to disclose the maximum concentration of additive in the frac fluid though 

it did disclose that the additive itself was composed of 100 percent diesel, supplied by Halliburton. 

36 See EPA, Basic Information about Benzene in Drinking Water, 

http://water.epa.gov/drink/contaminants/basicinformation/benzene.cfm (accessed August 1, 2014). 

37 151 Cong. Rec. H2192-02 (daily ed. April 20, 2005). 

http://environmentalintegrity.org/archives/6934
http://environmentalintegrity.org/archives/6934
http://environmentalintegrity.org/archives/6934
http://water.epa.gov/drink/contaminants/basicinformation/benzene.cfm
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38 See Roger Brewer et al., Risk-Based Evaluation of Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons in Vapor Intrustion Studies, 10 Int. 

J. Environ. Res. Public Health 2441, 2441 Tbl. 1 (2013), available at 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3717746/. 

39 MSDSs provide workers and emergency responders with chemical composition, handling and risk 

information of various chemical products and are required by OSHA. 

40 The MSDS is for Jet Fuel, lists kerosene as a synonym, and carries the same CAS number, 8008-20-6.  See 

U.S. Oil & Refining Co., MSDS 941: Jet Fuel 1 (rev. July 9, 2013), available at 

http://www.usor.com/files/pdf/4/Jet%20Fuel%20-%20SDS%20941%20-%20130709.pdf.  The Jet Fuel 
MSDS states that 90 to 100 percent of the product consists of a kerosene/hydrocarbon mixture.  See also 

http://environmentalintegrity.org/archives/6934 (link to EIP’s data) to obtain a list of operators, by state, 

who fracked wells using a particular diesel fuel, such as kerosene, CAS no. 8008-20-6. 

41 Laura Legere, DEP: Oil and gas operations damaged water supplies 209 times since end of ’07, Pittsburgh Post-

Gazette, July 22, 2014, http://powersource.post-gazette.com/powersource/policy-
powersource/2014/07/22/DEP-Oil-and-gas-endeavors-have-damaged-water-supply-209-times-since-

07/stories/201407220069 (accessed August 1, 2014). 

42 Id. 

43 The report is also critical of EPA’s lack of state oversight and enforcement of the Class II UIC regulatory 
program as well as EPA’s failure to adequately inform states of the risks to drinking water posed by fracking.  
See, Endnote 15, supra.  

44 Id. 

45 A few states, such as Colorado, have adopted baseline testing requirements but states with significant 
fracking activity, such as Pennsylvania, Texas, and North Dakota, have no pre-drilling baseline testing 
requirements.  See FracFocus, Regulations by State, http://fracfocus.org/regulations-state (providing links to 

regulations by state) (accessed August 1, 2014). 

46 See Endnote 15, supra. 

47 See EIP, Petition to Add the Oil and Gas Extraction Industry, Standard Industrial Classification Code 13, to 

the List of Facilities Required to Report under the Toxics Release Inventory (2012), available at 

http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-TRI-2013-0281-0005. 

48 See http://environmentalintegrity.org/archives/6934 (link to EIP’s data) and Endnotes 52-53, infra. 

49 See Endnote 16, supra. 

50 The MSDSs can be obtained by entering the product name on Halliburton’s MSDS search page, available at 

http://www.halliburton.com/en-US/tools-resources/safety/material-safety-data-sheet-search.page. 

51 This product also contains up to 60% toluene, another BTEX chemical. 

52 Five of the 351 wells were fracked with this product (API Nos. 33-053-03097, 33-023-00734, 33-053-03803, 

33-105-12185, 33-023-00760).  All five wells were fracked in North Dakota, one in 2011 and four in 2012. 

53 This product also contains naphthalene, a possible human carcinogen. Two of the 351 wells were fracked 
with this product (API Nos. 35-059-22582, 30-015-39118).  These wells were fracked in Oklahoma and New 

Mexico in 2012.  

54 See UPDATE 2-Oil well in North Dakota out of control, leaking, Reuters, Feb. 14, 2014, available at 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/02/14/energy-crude-blowout-idUSL2N0LJ15820140214 (accessed 

August 1, 2014). 

55 EPA Emergency Response Initial Removal POLREP, Statoil Eisenbarth Well Response, Clarington, OH 
(June 28, 2014), available at http://www.nbc4i.com/story/26085529/federal-report-details-chemicals-used-at-

drilling-site (report embedded in news story) (accessed August 1, 2014) and on file with EIP. 

56 Id. 

57 See Seth Shulman, Sr. Staff Writer, Union of Concerned Citizens, Got Science? Ohio Wake-up Call on Fracking 

Disclosure Laws, Huffington Post, July 31, 2014, available at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/seth-

shulman/got-science-ohio-wake-up_b_5639164.html?utm_hp_ref=green (accessed August 1, 2014). 

58 Rick Reitzel, Federal Report Details Chemicals Used At Drilling Site, WCMH-TV NBC4, July 22, 2014, 

http://www.nbc4i.com/story/26085529/federal-report-details-chemicals-used-at-drilling-site (accessed 

August 1, 2014).  

59 See Endnote 15, supra. 

60 See Endnote 9, supra, at 4. 
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Wells Fracked with Diesel Fuels

		Frac Date Start		Date PIVOT Pulled FracFocus Well Disclosure		State		County		API 
(Well Number)		Operator		Diesel use indicated on FracFocus disclosures as verified by EIP between 6/18/2014 and 8/5/2014		Well Name		Latitude		Longitude		Lat/Long Projection		Prod. Type		Total Vertical Depth		Fracking Liquid Volume (gal)		Trade Name		Supplier		Purpose		Diesel Ingredient as Disclosed by Operator		CAS Num		Max Concentration Additive (%)		Max Concentration in Frac Fluid (%)		Vol of Diesel (gal)

		2/19/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25211		Energy Corporation of America		N		Skib #4MH		39.896444		-80.069722		NAD27		GAS		7,730		4,010,833		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.0101		405.09

		4/10/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25268		Energy Corporation of America		N		PENNECO/MORROW 2MH		39.841275		-80.086392		NAD27		GAS		13,011		4,151,070		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00561		232.88

		4/15/10		6/12/12		WV		TAYLOR		47-091-01188		Triana		N		Currey 1H		39.35		-80.14093		NAD83		GAS		7,500		4,661,580								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.0012		55.94

		6/29/10				ND		MCKENZIE		33-053-03097		Brigham		Y		Sedlacek Trust 33-4 #1H		47.9489783		-103.99519		NAD83		OIL		10,270		2,114,367		CL-22M CROSSLINKER		Halliburton		Crosslinker		Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.02097		443.38

		6/30/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25279		Energy Corporation of America		N		Gribble Unit 4 MH		39.869122		-80.013033		NAD27		GAS		8,300		2,791,992		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00993		277.24

		6/30/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25280		Energy Corporation of America		N		Gribble Unit 5 MH		39.869144		-80.013078		NAD27		GAS		8,300		2,586,402		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00935		241.83

		6/30/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25347		Energy Corporation of America		N		Gribble Unit 6 MH		39.869178		-80.013122		NAD27		GAS		8,200		2,873,430		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.01109		318.66

		7/27/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25278		Energy Corporation of America		N		Gribble Unit 3 MH		39.869097		-80.012989		NAD27		GAS		8,300		6,199,074		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.01005		623.01

		8/10/10				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11445		SEECO		Y		LINN CONAL 10-12 3-7H1		35.514314		-92.315682		NAD27		GAS		3,199		4,395,857								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00026		11.43

		8/14/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25313		Energy Corporation of America		N		Gribble Unit 1 MH		39.869053		-80.0129		NAD27		GAS		8,142		3,326,946		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00833		277.13

		8/15/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25277		Energy Corporation of America		N		Gribble Unit 2 MH		39.869075		-80.012944		NAD27		GAS		8,300		2,836,428		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00836		237.13

		9/8/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25138		Energy Corporation of America		N		Fuller #1MH		39.872094		-80.003881		NAD27		GAS		8,107		3,597,930		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00212		76.28

		9/9/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25140		Energy Corporation of America		N		Fuller #3MH		39.872061		-80.003797		NAD27		GAS		8,083		3,221,736		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00199		64.11

		10/16/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25470		Energy Corporation of America		N		Penneco Morrow #1MH		39.841411		-80.086167		NAD27		GAS		8,230		4,970,406		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00937		465.73

		10/27/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25389		Energy Corporation of America		N		Hoge Noce #2-MH		39.883144		-79.988736		NAD83		GAS		8,088		3,806,586		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00259		98.59

		10/27/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25442		Energy Corporation of America		N		Hoge Noce #3 MH		39.883167		-79.988781		NAD83		GAS		8,089		4,090,507		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00356		145.62

		12/4/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25488		Energy Corporation of America		N		Meadows #6MH		39.884175		-80.045208		NAD83		GAS		7,944		3,741,192		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00341		127.57

		12/5/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25487		Energy Corporation of America		N		Meadows #5MH		39.884181		-80.045258		NAD83		GAS		7,991		3,950,394		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00357		141.03

		12/7/10		10/2/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25486		Energy Corporation of America		N		Meadows #4MH		39.884183		-80.045317		NAD83		GAS		8,110		2,981,706		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00968		288.63

		12/19/10		6/12/12		WV		TAYLOR		47-041-05614		Triana		N		Villers 1H		38.041598		-80.27297		NAD83		GAS		7,030		1,855,644								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.011506		213.51

		1/1/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32349		EL PASO		N		RITCHIE FARMS #5H		28.48704		-99.38872		NAD27		OIL		7,760		5,335,887		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.01787		953.52

		1/3/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10272		SEECO		Y		LINN, LINDA 08-12 #2-23H		35.305547		-92.250512		NAD27		GAS		5,367		3,777,100								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.0003		11.33

		1/5/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32381		EL PASO		N		MALTSBERGER #2H		28.293		-99.198		NAD27		OIL		9,756		4,606,728		WXL-101L		Weatherford		WATER GELLING AGENT		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.01799		828.75

		1/6/11				ND		Williams		33-105-01925		Hess Corporation		Y		Bergstrom2-28H		48.312646		-103.28914		NAD83				11,092		2,225,541								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.00016		3.56

		1/6/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-10813		SEECO		Y		JONES 09-14 #3-26H23		35.396056		-92.448419		NAD27		GAS		3,989		4,110,090								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00032		13.15

		1/6/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11083		SEECO		Y		JONES 09-14 #4-26H14		35.396055		-92.448352		NAD27		GAS		3,962		5,444,320								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00019		10.34

		1/12/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10754		SEECO		Y		CRISWELL 08-14 #9-29H32		35.309936		-92.511046		NAD27		GAS		5,172		5,710,970								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.0002		11.42

		1/13/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32373		EL PASO		N		NEWMAN #2H		28.465		-99.196		NAD27		OIL		8,617		5,145,840		WXL-101L		Weatherford		WATER GELLING AGENT		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.01373		706.52

		1/13/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10753		SEECO		Y		CRISWELL 08-14 #8-29H32		35.309937		-92.511113		NAD27		GAS		5,047		5,414,290								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00019		10.29

		1/18/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10752		SEECO		Y		CRISWELL 08-14 #7-29H32		35.309935		-92.51118		NAD27		GAS		5,068		5,882,430								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		12.35

		1/19/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10750		SEECO		Y		CRISWELL 08-14 #6-29H20		35.309934		-92.511247		NAD27		GAS		4,843		3,898,100								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00023		8.97

		1/20/11				TX		PANOLA		42-365-37645		ANADARKO		Y		Borders, E Unite 1-6H		32.1086		-94.22358		NAD27		GAS		9,465		786,072		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.0856		672.88

		1/23/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10748		SEECO		Y		CRISWELL 08-14 #4-29H20		35.309933		-92.511381		NAD27		GAS		4,839		3,849,960								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00029		11.16

		1/23/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10749		SEECO		Y		CRISWELL 08-14 #5-29H20		35.309935		-92.511314		NAD27		GAS		4,849		4,132,730								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		8.68

		1/24/11				KS		HARPER		15-077-21708		SHELL/WOOLSEY		Y		Lewis #1		37.03972		-98.15437		NAD83		OIL		5,138		14,112		ProGel LG		Chemplex		viscosifier for water		petroleum hydrocarbon oil		68476-34-6		70		0.44		62.09

		1/24/11		6/12/12		NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-06281		XTO		N		Bolack C LS 14		36.55045		-107.71909		NAD27		GAS		2,200		94,206								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00004		0.04

		1/26/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32393		EL PASO		N		RITCHIE FARMS #3H		28.49512		-99.37122		NAD27		OIL		7,477		5,113,374		WXL-101L		Weatherford		WATER GELLING AGENT		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.01906		974.61

		1/28/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11064		SEECO		Y		BROWN, DAVID 09-13 #5-13H24		35.414524		-92.3246		NAD27		GAS		4,350		5,659,290								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00031		17.54

		2/1/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32403		EL PASO		N		RITCHIE FARMS #8H		28.49512		-99.37115		NAD27		OIL		12,558		4,856,712		WXL-101L		Weatherford		WATER GELLING AGENT		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.02093		1016.51

		2/1/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10800		SEECO		Y		CRISWELL 08-14 #10-29H20		35.310071		-92.515623		NAD27		GAS		4,950		4,484,960								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.0002		8.97

		2/1/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10802		SEECO		Y		CRISWELL 08-14 #11-29H20		35.31007		-92.515556		NAD27		GAS		4,884		4,510,530								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.0002		9.02

		2/7/11				ND		WILLIAMS		33-105-01628		Hess Corporation		Y		BL-Iverson 155-95-1819H-1		48.252683		-102.948521		NAD83				9,883		1,916,157								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.04391		841.38

		2/8/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32398		EL PASO		N		MALTSBERGER #4H		28.292		-99.218		NAD27		OIL		9,645		4,480,140		WXL-101L		Weatherford		WATER GELLING AGENT		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.0225		1008.03

		2/10/11				ND		Williams		33-105-01908		Hess Corporation		Y		Bergstrom 2-27H		48.31265		-103.267247		NAD83				11,099		141,516								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.00018		0.25

		2/12/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10397		SEECO		Y		GREEN BAY PACKAGING 11-09 #1-23H		35.566247		-91.917433		NAD27		GAS		2,417		3,459,200								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00029		10.03

		2/12/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10456		SEECO		Y		GREEN BAY PACKAGING 11-09 #2-23H26		35.566303		-91.917439		NAD27		GAS		2,552		4,318,070								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00029		12.52

		2/16/11				TX		ANDREWS		42-003-42660		PDC		Y		Glenna 2161		32.509972		-98.129361		NAD83		OIL		11,160		895,323								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.03643		326.17

		2/16/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10388		SEECO		Y		BENNETT 09-12 #1-01H36		35.43651		-92.23018		NAD27		GAS		3,827		4,823,050								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00029		13.99

		2/16/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10419		SEECO		Y		BENNETT 09-12 #2-01H36		35.436455		-92.230181		NAD27		GAS		3,792		4,790,850								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00029		13.89

		2/17/11				OK		BEAVER		35-007-23521		Apache		Y		Seese Barker #2-30		36.692222		-100.514722		NAD27		OIL		8,200		39,396								Diesel		68334-30-5		60		0.375		147.74

		2/17/11				TX		MIDLAND		42-329-36828		PDC		Y		Roy Parks B 101		31.835758		-102.275464		NAD27		OIL		10,520		736,050								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.03407		250.77

		2/20/11				TX		FRIO		42-163-33437		Cabot		Y		Weldon Schorp Unit #1		28.65949722		-98.91275556		NAD27		OIL		8,383		3,139,200		Borate Crosslinker, Delayed		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.04181		1312.50

		2/21/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11076		SEECO		Y		WHISENHUNT 10-12 #9-04H16		35.524482		-92.270538		NAD27		GAS		2,824		4,863,830								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00046		22.37

		2/21/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11077		SEECO		Y		WHISENHUNT 10-12 #10-04H16		35.524483		-92.270604		NAD27		GAS		2,829		4,897,830								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00048		23.51

		2/23/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11075		SEECO		Y		WHISENHUNT 10-12 #8-04H16		35.524479		-92.27047		NAD27		GAS		2,752		4,661,260								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00043		20.04

		2/24/11				ND		WILLIAMS		33-105-01943		Hess Corporation		Y		GO-Dustin Brose 2-29H		48.31263		-103.31115		NAD83				11,050		2,514,409								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.02096		527.02

		2/26/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25536		Energy Corporation of America		N		Cree # 3MH		39.883403		-80.049144		NAD83		GAS		8,013		3,138,240		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.01549		486.11

		2/27/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25537		Energy Corporation of America		N		Cree # 7MH		39.883375		-80.049353		NAD83		GAS		8,020		3,091,284		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.01125		347.77

		2/27/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-20856		Seneca Resources		Y		DCNR 007 5H		41.81609		-77.413052		NAD83		GAS		6,700		4,474,050								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00007		3.13

		2/28/11				TX		FRIO		42-163-33439		Cabot		Y		Santa Cruz Realty #1		28.66096389		-98.83986944		NAD27		OIL		8,314		3,378,400		Borate Crosslinker, Delayed		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.04289		1449.00

		2/28/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-27671		ENERGEN RESOURCES		Y		Jicarilla 94 #5C		36.55917		-107.12028		NAD83		GAS		6,515		24,738								Kerosene		8008-20-6		1		0.00002		0.00

		3/1/11				TX		ANDREWS		42-003-40960		PDC		Y		Mabee Ranch 10		32.257989		-102.247525		NAD27		OIL		11,480		814,504								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.03639		296.40

		3/1/11				TX		MIDLAND		42-329-36829		PDC		Y		Roy Parks B 102		31.841847		-102.281683		NAD27		OIL		10,570		967,437								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.03126		302.42

		3/1/11		6/12/12		NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-13035		XTO		N		Berger A1		36.47073		-108.00595		NAD83		GAS		6,141		40,559								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.0001		0.04

		3/2/11				KS		HARPER		15-077-21694		SHELL/WOOLSEY		Y		Zimmerman #1		37.0717		-98.12413		NAD83		OIL		4,992		19,530		ProGel LG		Chemplex		viscosifier for water		petroleum hydrocarbon oil		68476-34-6		70		0.44		85.93

		3/2/11		6/12/12		NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-32813		XTO		N		Bolack C 24		36.5412183		-107.7188441		NAD27		GAS		2,223		113,274								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00004		0.05

		3/3/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10454		SEECO		Y		Deckard, Dale 10-09 #1-04H9		35.534874		-91.956098		NAD27		GAS		2,894		5,371,700								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.0003		16.12

		3/3/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10455		SEECO		Y		Deckard, Dale 10-09 #2-04H33		35.534874		-91.956031		NAD27		GAS		2,649		4,286,890								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00029		12.43

		3/3/11				PA		LYCOMING		37-081-20431		ANADARKO		Y		Michael R Fulkerson #A-5H		41.45015		-77.144333		NAD27		GAS		7,441		997,679								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00003		0.30

		3/6/11				PA		LYCOMING		37-081-20412		ANADARKO		Y		Thomas E. Smith #A-6H		41.404092		-76.983856		NAD27		GAS		7,733		1,018,661								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00002		0.20

		3/7/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10832		SEECO		Y		ROSSI, MARION 09-14 #4-32H33		35.370453		-92.511143		NAD27		GAS		4,503		4,454,470								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00032		14.25

		3/7/11		6/24/12		OK		COAL		35-029-20645		XTO		N		Sarah Moran 7-36		34.6907		-96.0941		NAD27		GAS		7,251		156,912								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.03697		58.01

		3/8/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25489		Energy Corporation of America		N		Cree # 6MH		39.883381		-80.049314		NAD83		GAS		8,177		5,160,792		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00951		490.79

		3/8/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25491		Energy Corporation of America		N		Cree # 4MH		39.883394		-80.049208		NAD83		GAS		8,181		4,785,228		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00822		393.35

		3/7/11				PA		WESTMORELAND		37-129-28358		XTO		Y		Nelson 8558H		40.303839		-79.216942		NAD27		GAS		8,615		5,509,818								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.000046		2.53

		3/9/11				TX		ECTOR		42-135-40835		PDC		Y		Roy Parks B 3232		32.509972		-98.129361		NAD83		OIL		10,672		663,122								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.02497		165.58

		3/8/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10816		SEECO		Y		ROSSI, MARION 09-14 #3-32H		35.370508		-92.511144		NAD27		GAS		4,362		3,501,470								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00031		10.85

		3/10/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32326		EL PASO		N		RITCHIE FARMS #2H		28.2913		-99.2319		NAD27		OIL		9,430		331,884		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		0.7		0.02046		67.90

		3/10/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25490		Energy Corporation of America		N		Cree # 5MH		39.883389		-80.049261		NAD83		GAS		8,170		4,383,750		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00799		350.26

		3/10/11				PA		LYCOMING		37-081-20408		ANADARKO		Y		Nevin L. Smith #A-4H		41.387814		-76.976994		NAD27		GAS		7,442		825,499								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00003		0.25

		3/12/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10339		SEECO		Y		MCFARLAND 08-13 #5-14H23		35.323073		-92.34304		NAD27		GAS		5,812		4,549,390								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00029		13.19

		3/14/11		6/12/12		TX		ATASCOSA		42-283-32326		EL PASO		N		DAVID MCCARRY #1H		28.774		-98.757		NAD27		OIL		12,570		4,053,336		WXL-1-101LM		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		0.7		0.01877		760.81

		3/12/11				PA		LYCOMING		37-081-20460		ANADARKO		Y		Ann C. Good #B-8H		41.4400441		-77.110728		NAD27		GAS		7,664		828,376								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00003		0.25

		3/15/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10337		SEECO		Y		MCFARLAND 08-13 #3-14H11		35.323074		-92.343107		NAD27		GAS		5,574		6,297,510								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00028		17.63

		3/15/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10338		SEECO		Y		MCFARLAND 08-13 #4-14H11		35.323075		-92.343174		NAD27		GAS		5,594		6,335,840								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00028		17.74

		3/22/11		6/12/12		TX		WEBB		42-479-40889		EL PASO		N		BRISCOE NUNLEY A #1H		27.99903		-99.14091		NAD27		GAS		13,722		6,862,086		WXL-101L		Weatherford		WATER GELLING AGENT		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.00351		240.86

		3/16/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-35194		XTO		Y		Gardner C 5R		36.9526485		-107.7543359		NAD27		GAS		3,690		211,932								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00007		0.15

		3/16/11				PA		WESTMORELAND		37-129-28357		XTO		Y		Nelson 8557H		40.303817		-79.216958		NAD27		GAS		8,754		4,647,224								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.000049		2.28

		3/25/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10712		SEECO		Y		Lanoy 08-16 #3-22H16		35.328353		-92.692275		NAD27		GAS		5,532		5,337,360								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		11.21

		3/28/11		6/12/12		NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-32107		XTO		N		Gracia State 32-0-4		36.44052		-108.02391		NAD27		GAS		1,564		27,090								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00005		0.01

		3/25/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10713		SEECO		Y		Lanoy 08-16 #4-22H15		35.328354		-92.692208		NAD27		GAS		5,609		3,391,380								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00022		7.46

		3/28/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-31154		XTO		Y		Bolack C LS 13B		36.54643		-107.70774		NAD27		GAS		4,940		20,622								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00011		0.02

		3/31/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10730		SEECO		Y		HAYNES, PATSY 08-16 #2-28H		35.312929		-92.701211		NAD27		GAS		5,622		4,344,730								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00032		13.90

		4/2/11				TX		FRIO		42-163-33440		Cabot		Y		Arminius Trust #3		28.64859167		-98.84203333		NAD27		OIL		8,376		4,788,000		Borate Crosslinker, Delayed		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.01813		868.06

		4/4/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32414		EL PASO		N		MALTSBERGER #6H		28.30244		-99.23767		NAD27		OIL		14,189		4,519,914		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.01555		702.85

		3/31/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10731		SEECO		Y		Haynes, Patsy 08-16 #3-28H		35.312928		-92.701278		NAD27		GAS		5,624		3,844,940								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.0003		11.53

		4/4/11				AR		SEBASTIAN		03-131-10886		XTO		Y		Frank Holland 5-31		35.15616		-94.23874		NAD27		GAS		6,400		1,111,530								Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00479		53.24

		4/1/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-11420		XTO		Y		Fullerton Federal 241		36.55613		-107.94801		NAD27		GAS		1,854		41,723								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00011		0.05

		4/4/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10733		SEECO		Y		Haynes, Patsy 08-16 #5-28H		35.312928		-92.701411		NAD27		GAS		5,826		4,499,390								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00033		14.85

		4/6/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10732		SEECO		Y		Haynes, Patsy 08-16 #4-28H		35.312928		-92.701345		NAD27		GAS		5,617		3,667,970								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00027		9.90

		4/6/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-28011		XTO		Y		Gardner 4		36.95213		-107.73431		NAD27		GAS		6,080		48,720								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00015		0.07

		4/6/11				PA		POTTER		37-105-21701		Seneca Resources		Y		DCNR 001 2H		41.777491		-77.867973		NAD83		GAS		6,511		4,570,650								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00004		1.83

		4/7/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-27671		ENERGEN RESOURCES		Y		Jicarilla 98 #2B		36.47027		-107.18309		NAD83		GAS		6,293		22,735								Kerosene		8008-20-6		1		0.00002		0.00

		4/10/11		6/12/12		LA		RED RIVER		17-081-21151		SWEPI		N		Sustainable Fst 31H-1		32.06246861		-93.33705994		NAD83		GAS		12,826		7,401,606		LGC-35		Halliburton		Gelling Agent		Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.00444		328.63

		4/9/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10472		SEECO		Y		Logan 11-09 #1-11H		35.607147		-91.919113		NAD27		GAS		1,875		3,403,080								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00029		9.87

		4/16/11				TX		OCHILTREE		42-357-32973		Apache		Y		McGarraugh G et al 138#7H		36.085236		-100.919906		NAD27		OIL		7,013		329,238								Diesel		68334-30-5		60		0.375		1234.64

		4/9/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10485		SEECO		Y		Logan 11-09 #2-11H2		35.60715		-91.91918		NAD27		GAS		1,694		5,292,770								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00029		15.35

		4/14/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10458		SEECO		Y		Greene, Dennis 10-09 #2-30H31		35.466347		-91.995171		NAD27		GAS		3,418		3,872,190								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00029		11.23

		4/17/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-20888		Seneca Resources		Y		Steinmetz 1H 50350		41.727019		-77.158061		NAD83		GAS		6,710		3,848,208								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00003		1.15

		4/17/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-20889		Seneca Resources		Y		Steinmetz 2H 50351		41.727019		-77.158061		NAD83		GAS		6,420		3,780,084								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00003		1.13

		4/18/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10457		SEECO		Y		Greene, Dennis 10-09 #1-30H19		35.46640015		-91.99517059		NAD27		GAS		3,440		7,173,940								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00003		2.15

		4/19/11				TX		MIDLAND		42-329-37045		PDC		Y		Roy Parks B 3336		32.509972		-98.129361		NAD83		OIL		10,614		581,884								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.02495		145.18

		4/21/11				TX		WALLER		42-473-31181		Forest Oil		Y		KGFU 1W-70		29.824809		-95.865475		NAD83		GAS		10,488		124,359		Diesel		Halliburton		Carrier Fluid		Diesel		68476-34-6		100		0		0.00

		4/18/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10459		SEECO		Y		GREENE, DENNIS 10-09 #3-30H31		35.466292		-91.995172		NAD27		GAS		3,425		3,489,370								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00029		10.12

		4/18/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-20890		Seneca Resources		Y		Steinmetz 3H 50352		41.727019		-77.158061		NAD83		GAS		6,803		3,645,558								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00003		1.09

		4/21/11				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-09840		XTO		Y		Ute Govt 101		37.0585768		-107.5598128		NAD27		GAS		2,942		218,568								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00004		0.09

		4/22/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10884		SEECO		Y		Campbell 09-17 #4-29H		35.395122		-92.826841		NAD27		GAS		4,086		3,285,940								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00023		7.56

		4/26/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32385		EL PASO		N		RITCHIE FARMS #6H		28.2858		-99.235		NAD27		OIL		12,305		4,833,192		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.03512		1697.42

		4/28/11				TX		OCHILTREE		42-357-32991		Apache		Y		HG Adams 138-2H		36.099711		-100.70918		NAD27		OIL		7,672		608,244								Diesel		68334-30-5		60		0.375		2280.92

		4/22/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10885		SEECO		Y		CAMPBELL 09-17 #5-29H30		35.395067		-92.826843		NAD27		GAS		4,076		4,830,270								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00019		9.18

		4/22/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-26915		ENERGEN RESOURCES		Y		Jicarilla 98 #3B		36.47047		-107.16985		NAD83		GAS		6,456		19,724								Kerosene		8008-20-6		1		0.00003		0.01

		4/28/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10357		SEECO		Y		Carney 08-11 #5-08H17		35.338098		-92.192271		NAD27		GAS		5,299		4,263,800								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00023		9.81

		4/29/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10358		SEECO		Y		Carney 08-11 #6-08H17		35.338099		-92.192338		NAD27		GAS		5,304		3,801,380								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00023		8.74

		5/2/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10359		SEECO		Y		Carney 08-11 #7-08H17		35.3381		-92.192405		NAD27		GAS		5,320		3,847,760								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00023		8.85

		5/3/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-06734		XTO		Y		Hancock 7		36.59441		-108.06802		NAD27		GAS		1,760		18,275								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00007		0.01

		5/7/11		6/12/12		TX		WEBB		42-479-40797		EL PASO		N		NEEDMORE #1H		27.4328		-99.4011		NAD27		OIL		15,593		355,652		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		0.7		0.01535		54.59

		5/4/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-27671		ENERGEN RESOURCES		Y		Jicarilla 117E #3B		36.44111		-107.138611		NAD83		GAS		6,571		29,163								Kerosene		8008-20-6		1		0.00002		0.01

		5/5/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-29295		ENERGEN RESOURCES		Y		Jicarilla 117E #9B		36.443333		-107.156944		NAD83		GAS		6,647		21,619								Kerosene		8008-20-6		1		0.00003		0.01

		5/7/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-29508		Williams		Y		Rosa Unit #630		36.91443		-107.29503		NAD83		GAS		8,462		1,013,162								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00013		1.32

		5/8/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-20853		Seneca Resources		Y		Lehmann 1H 50348		41.746623		-77.137109		NAD83		GAS		6,380		3,412,497								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.34

		5/8/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-20854		Seneca Resources		Y		Lehmann 2H 50349		41.746637		-77.137161		NAD83		GAS		6,422		4,415,566								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.44

		5/8/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-20855		Seneca Resources		Y		Lehmann 3H 50350		41.74665		-77.137213		NAD83		GAS		6,519		3,150,741								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.32

		5/11/11				TX		OCHILTREE		42-357-32999		Apache		Y		Jines 100 #2H		36.144694		-100.866525		NAD27		OIL		7,124		803,796								Diesel		68334-30-5		60		0.18		1446.83

		5/9/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10439		SEECO		Y		MULLINIKS 09-12 #7-35H		35.375974		-92.251229		NAD27		GAS		5,063		3,910,150								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00031		12.12

		5/9/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10440		SEECO		Y		MULLINIKS 09-12 #8-35H1		35.375919		-92.251228		NAD27		GAS		5,073		6,430,750								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.0003		19.29

		5/16/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10353		SEECO		Y		UNDERWOOD 08-12 #6-12H7		35.34407		-92.227766		NAD27		GAS		5,242		3,821,250								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00022		8.41

		5/16/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10354		SEECO		Y		UNDERWOOD 08-12 #7-12H7		35.344125		-92.227764		NAD27		GAS		5,253		5,140,500								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		10.80

		5/18/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-21291		XTO		Y		Gallegos #4		36.43977		-108.00731		NAD27		GAS		6,070		26,783								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00014		0.04

		5/26/11				AR		LOGAN		03-083-11303		XTO		Y		Trickett 18-3		35.2092		-93.85954		NAD27		GAS		7,802		1,302,000								Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00377		49.09

		5/19/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10355		SEECO		Y		UNDERWOOD 08-12 #8-12H2		35.34418		-92.227763		NAD27		GAS		5,174		5,234,880								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		10.99

		5/20/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10356		SEECO		Y		UNDERWOOD 08-12 #9-12H2		35.344235		-92.227761		NAD27		GAS		5,164		4,329,020								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		9.09

		5/27/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-26575		ENERGEN RESOURCES		Y		Jicarilla 152W #2M		36.51407		-107.37914		NAD83		GAS		7,611		23,807								Kerosene		8008-20-6		1		0.00003		0.01

		5/27/11				PA		ELK		37-047-24535		Seneca Resources		Y		WT CLARK 4945 1H 50183		41.3		-78.423008		NAD83		GAS		6,400		4,826,855								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00003		1.45

		5/30/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32434		EL PASO		N		HIXON #9H		28.1941		-99.0951		NAD27		OIL		15,343		239,696		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		0.7		0.01636		39.21

		5/28/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10365		SEECO		Y		BOY SCOUTS 08-14 #4-03H10		35.355302		-92.466436		NAD27		GAS		4,483		3,199,140								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00022		7.04

		5/28/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10366		SEECO		Y		BOY SCOUTS 08-14 #5-03H10		35.355301		-92.466369		NAD27		GAS		4,509		3,576,250								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		7.51

		6/2/11		6/12/12		NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-25157		XTO		N		EH Pipkin 25		36.61613		-107.95993		NAD27		GAS		1,742		35,020								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00014		0.05

		5/31/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10367		SEECO		Y		BOY SCOUTS 08-14 #6-03H15		35.355304		-92.466503		NAD27		GAS		4,590		7,350,810								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00019		13.97

		6/1/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-34831		XTO		Y		Johnson GC B#1F		36.56692		-107.89762		NAD27		GAS		6,735		83,916								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00007		0.06

		6/6/11				AR		WHITE		03-145-11164		SEECO		Y		SIZEMORE 10-06 #2-28H21		35.45837		-91.642111		NAD27		GAS		2,839		4,761,610								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.0002		9.52

		6/6/11				AR		WHITE		03-145-11166		SEECO		Y		SIZEMORE 10-06 #4-28H21		35.45837		-91.642044		NAD27		GAS		2,819		4,434,680								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00023		10.20

		6/6/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-20777		Seneca Resources		Y		Valldes 4H 50263		41.739056		-77.10455		NAD83		GAS		6,104		3,038,952								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.30

		6/6/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-20821		Seneca Resources		Y		Valldes 7H 50327		41.73909		-77.1046		NAD83		GAS		5,923		3,682,224								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.37

		6/6/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-20822		Seneca Resources		Y		Valldes 8H 50328		41.739055		-77.104618		NAD83		GAS		5,944		3,458,112								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.35

		6/6/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-20908		Seneca Resources		Y		Valldes 3HA 50329		41.73906		-77.10457		NAD83		GAS		6,123		3,377,892								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.34

		6/9/11		6/12/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32382		Pioneer		N		Myra Kelley 06 01H		29.2129825		-97.2051242		NAD27		GAS		14,262		3,768,828		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05283		1991.07

		6/7/11				KS		GRANT		15-067-21722		Pioneer		Y		Thurow-Tate ATU 1		37.401868		-101.261586		NAD83		GAS		3,095		152,166								kerosene		8008-20-6		4		0.00187706		2.86

		6/11/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32433		EL PASO		N		HIXON #8H		28.1941		-99.0952		NAD27		OIL		10,518		222,642		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		0.7		0.02484		55.30

		6/8/11				KS		GRANT		15-067-21723		Pioneer		Y		Thurow-Hill B ATU 1		37.4016491		-101.2791004		NAD27		GAS		3,054		156,030								kerosene		8008-20-6		4		0.0018134		2.83

		6/13/11		6/12/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32409		Pioneer		N		Koopman 01 01H		29.026104		-97.53821		NAD27		GAS		13,615		4,294,332		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.0519		2228.76

		6/9/11				AR		WHITE		03-145-11165		SEECO		Y		SIZEMORE 10-06 #3-28H21		35.45837		-91.642178		NAD27		GAS		3,068		4,721,360								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.0002		9.44

		6/11/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-29682		XTO		Y		Hun Ne Pah 1E		36.41136		-107.99562		NAD27		GAS		6,220		38,333								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.0001		0.04

		6/14/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10360		SEECO		Y		BOY SCOUT 08-14 #5-01H2		35.354359		-92.435947		NAD27		GAS		4,557		4,084,550								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00018		7.35

		6/14/11				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10361		SEECO		Y		BOY SCOUT 08-14 #6-01H35		35.354404		-92.435908		NAD27		GAS		4,520		9,638,810								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00017		16.39

		6/14/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-30914		Williams		Y		Rosa Unit #602		36.87456		-107.2454		NAD83		GAS		8,884		1,055,793								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00012		1.27

		6/17/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-20820		Seneca Resources		Y		Valldes 6H 50326		41.739281		-77.104496		NAD83		GAS		5,941		5,180,910								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.52

		6/18/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-20819		Seneca Resources		Y		Valldes 5H 50325		41.739281		-77.104496		NAD83		GAS		5,781		4,351,452								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.44

		6/18/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-21162		Seneca Resources		Y		Valldes 1HR 50496		41.739281		-77.104496		NAD83		GAS		6,106		4,028,430								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.40

		6/18/11				PA		TIOGA		37-117-21163		Seneca Resources		Y		Valldes 2H-R 50497		41.739255		-77.104443		NAD83		GAS		6,262		4,268,670								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.43

		6/22/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11191		SEECO		Y		JACOBS 10-16 #5-23H15		35.496462		-92.66511		NAD27		GAS		2,420		49,586								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00017		0.08

		6/22/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11192		SEECO		Y		JACOBS 10-16 #6-23H15		35.496462		-92.665043		NAD27		GAS		2,415		3,890,770								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00017		6.61

		7/3/11		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-34993		Pioneer		N		Jack Meeks 01 02H		28.6720871		-98.2278627		NAD27		GAS		11,271		3,194,310		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.04644		1483.44

		7/5/11				TX		ANDREWS		42-003-35001		PDC		Y		Sarah S 1663		32.509972		-98.129361		NAD83		OIL		11,250		865,526								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.04028		348.63

		7/6/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25370		Energy Corporation of America		N		Blaker/Minor #4MH		39.864292		-80.027572		NAD83		GAS		8,300		4,026,120		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.01342		540.31

		7/7/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25369		Energy Corporation of America		N		Blaker#3-MH		39.864428		-80.027522		NAD83		GAS		8,160		2,602,908		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.0088		229.06

		7/7/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25372		Energy Corporation of America		N		Blaker/Minor # 6MH		39.864325		-80.027669		NAD83		GAS		8,340		2,919,294		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00571		166.69

		7/7/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25460		Energy Corporation of America		N		Blaker#8-MH		39.864356		-80.027769		NAD83		GAS		8,367		2,575,062		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.01357		349.44

		6/23/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11193		SEECO		Y		JACOBS 10-16 #7-23H24		35.496462		-92.664976		NAD27		GAS		2,425		3,423,460								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00017		5.82

		6/27/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11225		SEECO		Y		JACOBS 10-16 #9-23H15		35.488552		-92.660366		NAD27		GAS		2,375		6,024,870								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00017		10.24

		7/7/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10869		SEECO		Y		POOLE-KIRTLEY 08-15 #7-22H27		35.313333		-92.576633		NAD27		GAS		5,493		7,050,330								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00019		13.40

		7/12/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32588		EL PASO		N		WAREING 7H		26.311		-98.671		NAD27		OIL		8,725		4,108,108		OFF-ROAD DIESEL		FRAC TECH		GELLING AGENT		Petroleum Distillates		68476-34-6		70		0.23779		9768.67

		7/7/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10870		SEECO		Y		POOLE-KIRTLEY 08-15 #8-22H15		35.313332		-92.5767		NAD27		GAS		5,371		7,316,490								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.0002		14.63

		7/9/11				PA		ELK		37-047-24533		Seneca Resources		Y		Beechwood 2H 50184		41.500578		-78.423049		NAD83		GAS		6,356		6,394,374								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00003		1.92

		7/14/11		6/12/12		NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-06845		XTO		N		CA McAdams C2		36.60271		-107.92156		NAD27		GAS		1,900		40,175								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.0001		0.04

		7/15/11		6/12/12		NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-25615		XTO		N		JF Day E1E		36.66476		-107.92405		NAD27		GAS		5,884		50,726								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00009		0.05

		7/19/11				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-01305		Hess Corporation		Y		EN-Abrahamson 155-93-3019H-2		48.21279		-102.685456		NAD83				10,628		1,148,989								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.0549		630.79

		7/20/11		6/12/12		NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-34317		XTO		N		Kutz SWD		36.60484		-107.9407		NAD27		GAS		4,290		113,830								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00008		0.09

		7/14/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10867		SEECO		Y		POOLE-KIRTLEY 08-15 #5-22H15		35.313335		-92.576499		NAD27		GAS		5,371		7,740,580								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00016		12.38

		7/14/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10868		SEECO		Y		POOLE-KIRTLEY 08-15 #6-22H27		35.313334		-92.576566		NAD27		GAS		5,472		6,728,750								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		10.09

		7/21/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10866		SEECO		Y		POOLE-KIRTLEY 08-15 #4-22H27		35.313336		-92.576432		NAD27		GAS		5,458		6,418,550								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.63

		7/25/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-30182		Williams		Y		Rosa Unit #036C		36.91657		-107.42987		NAD83		GAS		8,086		305,834								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00015		0.46

		7/27/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10531		SEECO		Y		TURNEY 10-12 #2-11H2		35.522378		-92.246538		NAD27		GAS		2,712		6,110,530								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00016		9.78

		7/27/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10532		SEECO		Y		TURNEY 10-12 #3-11H2		35.522433		-92.246536		NAD27		GAS		2,680		6,104,690								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00016		9.77

		7/30/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32589		EL PASO		N		NEWMAN #3H		28.477		-99.211		NAD27		OIL		12,810		4,196,462		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.02035		853.98

		7/31/11		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35012		Pioneer		N		HT Chapman 03 01H		28.6531678		-98.2026057		NAD27		GAS		11,910		3,410,694		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05687		1939.66

		7/27/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-31047		Williams		Y		Rosa Unit #009D		36.91788		-107.43367		NAD83		GAS		8,076		356,000								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00014		0.50

		7/28/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-34213		Williams		Y		Rosa Unit #060C		36.92201		-107.46558		NAD83		GAS		8,117		293,650								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00013		0.38

		8/1/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10530		SEECO		Y		TURNEY 10-12 #1-11H14		35.522324		-92.246539		NAD27		GAS		2,911		6,187,630								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00024		14.85

		8/2/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-30916		Williams		Y		Rosa Unit #601		36.85929		-107.29144		NAD83		GAS		8,807		849,409								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.0001		0.85

		8/4/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32590		EL PASO		N		NEWMAN 4H		28.477		-99.211		NAD27		OIL		12,649		3,712,506		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.03512		1303.83

		8/2/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-32150		XTO		Y		Schwerdtfeger 8-4		36.58749		-108.02049		NAD27		GAS		2,117		17,960								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00024		0.04

		8/3/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-23566		XTO		Y		Hare Gas Com C1E		36.70011		-107.83918		NAD27		GAS		6,547		20,721								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00015		0.03

		8/6/11		6/12/12		TX		ATASCOSA		42-013-34354		Pioneer		N		Justin Tom 02 01		28.7119008		-98.2717683		NAD27		GAS		10,768		3,695,076		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05402		1996.08

		8/4/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-21300		XTO		Y		Canyon 6		36.41037		-107.97903		NAD27		GAS		5,933		45,570								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00013		0.06

		8/6/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10512		SEECO		Y		GREEN BAY PACKAGING 10-11 #3-29H		35.477603		-92.181426		NAD27		GAS		3,800		3,498,500								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00033		11.55

		8/6/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10529		SEECO		Y		GREEN BAY PACKAGING 10-11 #4-29H		35.477603		-92.181359		NAD27		GAS		3,840		4,862,660								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00025		12.16

		8/11/11		6/12/12		NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-30653		XTO		N		Navajo 13-2		36.72799		-108.26549		NAD27		GAS		1,007		42,592								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00009		0.04

		8/6/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-20768		Chevron		Y		Rincon Unit 203		36.53944		-107.56833		NAD27		GAS		7,573		39,098								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00043		0.17

		8/11/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10903		SEECO		Y		BARTLETT 09-15 #8-27H22		35.393701		-92.572607		NAD27		GAS		3,756		6,619,200								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.93

		8/14/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-31054		Williams		Y		Rosa Unit #014D		36.88953		-107.42832		NAD83		GAS		7,967		318,166								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00012		0.38

		8/15/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10904		SEECO		Y		BARTLETT 09-15 #9-27H22		35.393702		-92.57254		NAD27		GAS		3,859		6,518,560								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.78

		8/17/11		6/12/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32445		Pioneer		N		James Gano 01 01H		28.9885129		-97.5654237		NAD27		GAS		13,621		1,861,230		J580		SLB		Water Gelling Agent		Carbohydrate polymer		68476-34-6		100		0.3348		6231.40

		8/15/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10905		SEECO		Y		BARTLETT 09-15 #10-27H22		35.393704		-92.572473		NAD27		GAS		3,871		8,335,090								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		12.50

		8/15/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-34156		Williams		Y		Rosa Unit #029C		36.93197		-107.48131		NAD83		GAS		7,940		331,551								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00012		0.40

		8/17/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-31046		Williams		Y		Rosa Unit #072C		36.92588		-107.40523		NAD83		GAS		8,158		311,961								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00012		0.37

		8/20/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10902		SEECO		Y		BARTLETT 09-15 #7-27H22		35.393699		-92.572675		NAD27		GAS		3,852		5,897,010								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		8.85

		8/23/11				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-08008		Williams		Y		Ignacio 33-7 #27		37.07232		-107.61873		NAD83		GAS		7,586		200,047								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00006		0.12

		8/25/11		6/12/12		TX		KARNES		42-255-32021		Pioneer		N		Ridley Farms 01 01H		28.8757761		-97.7438445		NAD27		GAS		13,321		1,957,116		J580		SLB		Water Gelling Agent		Carbohydrate polymer		68476-34-6		100		0.27391		5360.74

		8/24/11				AR		WHITE		03-145-11181		SEECO		Y		HARRIS, DENTON 10-06 #2-01H		35.516684		-91.590351		NAD27		GAS		2,056		6,242,760								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00014		8.74

		8/30/11				TX		ANDREWS		42-003-42885		PDC		Y		University Camille 136		32.509972		-98.129361		NAD83		OIL		11,105		887,625								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.02799		248.45

		8/24/11				AR		WHITE		03-145-11182		SEECO		Y		HARRIS, DENTON 10-06 #3-01H		35.516681		-91.590284		NAD27		GAS		2,053		5,424,160								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		8.14

		9/1/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32613		EL PASO		N		STOREY REED #6H		28.507		-99.061		NAD27		OIL		8,758		6,384,000		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.01398		892.48

		8/27/11				AR		WHITE		03-145-11183		SEECO		Y		HARRIS, DENTON 10-06 #4-01H		35.516678		-91.590217		NAD27		GAS		2,060		5,446,810								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		8.17

		8/30/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-30196		Williams		Y		Rosa Unit #148C		36.92372		-107.43621		NAD83		GAS		7,929		349,712								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00011		0.38

		9/7/11		6/12/12		NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-06732		XTO		N		Hancock 4		36.59425		-108.07452		NAD83		GAS		1,734		17,937								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00031		0.06

		9/4/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10873		SEECO		Y		MCCOY, SHIRLEY 08-15 #3-19H18		35.314826		-92.634826		NAD27		GAS		5,471		6,047,340								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00022		13.30

		9/5/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10901		SEECO		Y		MCCOY, SHIRLEY 08-15 #6-19H		35.314825		-92.634755		NAD27		GAS		5,469		5,870,520								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00025		14.68

		9/8/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10874		SEECO		Y		MCCOY, SHIRLEY 08-15 #4-19H18		35.314827		-92.634893		NAD27		GAS		5,487		6,734,200								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		14.14

		9/8/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-34998		ENERGEN RESOURCES		Y		Federal 29-9-28 5		36.70111		-107.78816		NAD83		GAS		2,351		68,000								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00053		0.36

		9/9/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10875		SEECO		Y		MCCOY, SHIRLEY 08-15 #5-19H18		35.314828		-92.63496		NAD27		GAS		5,480		7,134,250								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00023		16.41

		9/12/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-29783		Williams		Y		Rosa Unit #600		36.91495		-107.22438		NAD83		GAS		9,032		855,231								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00009		0.77

		9/16/11				CO		GARFIELD		05-045-16150		PDC		Y		Puckett 11C-24D		39.513289		-108.173975		NAD83		OIL		9,175		486,588		Diesel		Halliburton		Additive		Diesel		68476-34-6		60		1.88476		9171.02

		9/14/11				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-06934		Williams		Y		Ignacio 33-8 #21		37.10828		-107.67188		NAD83		GAS		7,751		208,578								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00006		0.13

		9/19/11				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-25319		Chevron		Y		McConnell LL 14A		36.37403		-107.1665		NAD83		OIL		8,387		21,030								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.01543		3.24

		9/19/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32612		EL PASO		N		STOREY REED #7H		28.50707		-99.06101		NAD27		OIL		9,172		4,547,424		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.02093		951.78

		9/15/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10907		SEECO		Y		WALLACE 08-15 #7-05H4		35.366584		-92.608528		NAD27		GAS		4,052		4,406,370								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.0002		8.81

		9/21/11		6/12/12		TX		POTTER		42-375-31777		Pioneer		N		RB Masterson D 1		35.477156		-101.881947		NAD27		OIL		3,100		211,932								kerosene		8008-20-6		4		0.00036695		0.78

		9/22/11		6/12/12		TX		POTTER		42-375-31774		Pioneer		N		RB Masterson A 1		35.50961		-101.962594		NAD27		OIL		3,400		206,598								kerosene		8008-20-6		4		0.00035		0.72

		9/23/11		6/12/12		NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-25144		XTO		N		EH Pipkin 18		36.58511		-107.96097		NAD27		GAS		1,916		36,693								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00003		0.01

		9/16/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10906		SEECO		Y		WALLACE 08-15 #6-05H4		35.366583		-92.608595		NAD27		GAS		4,060		4,775,520								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00025		11.94

		9/19/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10908		SEECO		Y		WALLACE 08-15 #8-05H31		35.366585		-92.608461		NAD27		GAS		3,973		7,077,810								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00016		11.32

		9/24/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10897		SEECO		Y		STOBAUGH, JAMES 09-15 #12-33H28		35.384328		-92.601778		NAD27		GAS		3,937		6,878,050								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00016		11.00

		9/27/11		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35027		Pioneer		N		Three Sisters 01 06H		28.5457179		-98.2416866		NAD27		GAS		12,693		4,250,652		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05191		2206.51

		9/25/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10896		SEECO		Y		STOBAUGH, JAMES 09-15 #11-33H4		35.384329		-92.601711		NAD27		GAS		3,949		6,191,370								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.29

		9/26/11				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-08008		Williams		Y		Ignacio 33-7 #27		37.07232		-107.61873		NAD83		GAS		7,586		221,608								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00006		0.13

		10/1/11				TX		MIDLAND		42-329-37027		PDC		Y		Roy Parks B 3966		32.509972		-98.129361		NAD83		OIL		10,580		756,088								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.0273		206.41

		9/27/11				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-06934		Williams		Y		Ignacio 33-8 #21		37.10828		-107.67188		NAD83		GAS		7,751		223,019								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00006		0.13

		9/30/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10940		SEECO		Y		ARKANSAS KRAFT 09-16 #6-35H23		35.385326		-92.671842		NAD27		GAS		4,000		8,787,890								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00018		15.82

		10/1/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10941		SEECO		Y		ARKANSAS KRAFT 09-16 #7-35H23		35.385379		-92.67186		NAD27		GAS		4,003		6,980,770								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00018		12.57

		10/5/11		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35030		Pioneer		N		Three Sisters 01 08H		28.5664203		-98.251853		NAD27		GAS		12,405		3,310,818		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05237		1733.88

		10/10/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25662		Energy Corporation of America		N		Pechin #2-MH		39.893017		-80.0478		NAD83		GAS		8,200		2,423,736		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00532		128.94

		10/10/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25663		Energy Corporation of America		N		Pechin #3-MH		39.893036		-80.014514		NAD83		GAS		8,200		3,261,426		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00696		227.00

		10/11/11		6/12/12		TX		REAGAN		42-383-37283		EL PASO		N		UNIVERSITY 8-12 #2H		31.20074		-101.65472		NAD27		OIL		7,653		3,995,548		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.03928		1569.45

		10/11/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25661		Energy Corporation of America		N		Pechin #1-MH		39.892994		-80.014419		NAD83		GAS		8,200		2,655,996		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00465		123.50

		10/3/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10942		SEECO		Y		ARKANSAS KRAFT 09-16 #8-35H23		35.385431		-92.671879		NAD27		GAS		3,977		8,468,400								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		12.70

		10/3/11				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-08094		Williams		Y		Ignacio 33-8 #27		37.12061		-107.7087		NAD83		GAS		7,941		219,226								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00006		0.13

		10/14/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11280		SEECO		Y		CROW 10-15 #6-28H		35.47346		-92.589571		NAD27		GAS		2,554		2,989,800								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00026		7.77

		10/14/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11295		SEECO		Y		CROW 10-15 #7-28H27		35.473408		-92.589593		NAD27		GAS		2,554		4,541,900								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00025		11.35

		10/18/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11226		SEECO		Y		KIDD TRUST 10-13 #4-06H		35.54131		-92.412285		NAD27		GAS		2,110		3,317,730								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00027		8.96

		10/18/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11227		SEECO		Y		KIDD TRUST 10-13 #5-06H		35.541143		-92.412283		NAD27		GAS		2,100		3,336,490								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00027		9.01

		10/21/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11228		SEECO		Y		KIDD TRUST 10-13 #6-06H		35.541198		-92.412283		NAD27		GAS		2,108		2,902,130								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00028		8.13

		10/24/11		6/12/12		TX		POTTER		42-375-31775		Pioneer		N		RB Masterson B-1		35.467105		-101.959918		NAD27		OIL		3,760		141,079								Kerosene		8008-20-6		4		0.00046		0.65

		10/24/11		6/12/12		TX		POTTER		42-375-31778		Pioneer		N		RB Masterson A-2		35.495068		-101.960416		NAD27		OIL		3,500		119,238								Kerosene		8008-20-6		4		0.00046374		0.55

		10/21/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11229		SEECO		Y		KIDD TRUST 10-13 #7-06H		35.54115		-92.41228		NAD27		GAS		2,119		3,269,750								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00027		8.83

		10/26/11		6/12/12		TX		POTTER		42-375-31776		Pioneer		N		RB Masterson C-1		35.484303		-101.933309		NAD27		OIL		3,413		176,538								Kerosene		8008-20-6		4		0.00049		0.87

		10/23/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11230		SEECO		Y		KIDD TRUST 10-13 #8-06H		35.541091		-92.412285		NAD27		GAS		2,115		3,521,570								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00028		9.86

		10/25/11				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-08094		Williams		Y		Ignacio 33-8 #27		37.12061		-107.7087		NAD83		GAS		7,941		230,838								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00008		0.18

		10/28/11				TX		TARRANT		42-439-35138		Devon		Y		Benbrook Unit A Fed 4H		32.633898		-97.478661		NAD27		GAS		6,754		9,141,637		LGC-35		Halliburton		Gelling Agent		Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.00075		68.56

		10/27/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11310		SEECO		Y		HONEYCUTT 10-15 #7-22H26		35.496458		-92.574103		NAD27		GAS		2,631		5,832,970								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00026		15.17

		10/30/11		6/12/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32555		Pioneer		N		Riedesel 02 01H		29.041		-97.4948		NAD27		GAS		13,697		2,970,702		J580		SLB		Water Gelling Agent		Carbohydrate polymer		68476-34-6		100		0.27493		8167.35

		10/31/11		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35039		Pioneer		N		H. Harlan Bethune 01 02H		28.5991		-98.2669		NAD27		GAS		11,721		2,968,350		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05491		1629.92

		10/27/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11311		SEECO		Y		HONEYCUTT 10-15 #8-22H15		35.496494		-92.574153		NAD27		GAS		2,426		2,464,200								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00026		6.41

		10/29/11				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-08119		Williams		Y		Ignacio 33-8 #1C		37.12298		-107.66392		NAD83		GAS		7,836		205,710								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00007		0.14

		11/4/11		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35040		Pioneer		N		H. Harlan Bethune 01 03H		28.614		-98.92444		NAD27		GAS		11,891		3,389,568		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05244		1777.49

		11/1/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11288		SEECO		Y		QUATTLEBAUM 11-14 4-32H33		35.553999		-92.502876		NAD27		GAS		2,293		4,089,920								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00029		11.86

		11/2/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11289		SEECO		Y		QUATTLEBAUM 11-14 5-32H33		35.55397		-92.502934		NAD27		GAS		2,303		5,089,860								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.0003		15.27

		11/7/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10567		SEECO		Y		COLVERT LUNDY 9-8 2-9H4		35.427808		-91.858962		NAD27		GAS		3,579		7,864,490								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00016		12.58

		11/8/11		6/12/12		TX		KARNES		42-255-32043		Pioneer		N		Schendel 01 01H		28.8844		-97.7279		NAD27		GAS		13,386		3,133,830		J580		SLB		Water Gelling Agent		Carbohydrate polymer		68476-34-6		100		0.27854		8728.97

		11/11/11		6/12/12		TX		ATASCOSA		42-013-34423		Pioneer		N		Edmund Tom 02 03H		28.6956		-98.2836		NAD27		GAS		10,880		3,407,670		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.0529		1802.66

		11/7/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10568		SEECO		Y		COLVERT LUNDY 9-8 3-9H4		35.427864		-91.858973		NAD27		GAS		3,781		8,050,420								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		12.08

		11/14/11		10/2/12		WV		WEBSTER		47-101-00123		Energy Corporation of America		N		Sun Lumber #2MH		38.69792		-80.46868		NAD27		GAS		6,883		2,259,264		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.0067		151.37

		11/15/11		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35038		Pioneer		N		Idylwood 02 01H		28.6125		-98.3038		NAD27		GAS		11,251		2,375,016		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05538		1315.28

		11/7/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-34364		XTO		Y		Canyon 5E		36.43263		-107.98477		NAD83		GAS		6,200		132,510								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00011		0.15

		11/12/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-35241		ENERGEN RESOURCES		Y		Richardson 103		36.601667		-108.175556		NAD83		GAS		1,535		22,968								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00011		0.03

		11/19/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32721		EL PASO		N		NEWMAN NO. 10H		28.449		-99.219		NAD27		OIL		8,331		5,411,448		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.00885		478.91

		11/19/11		6/12/12		TX		KARNES		42-255-32074		Pioneer		N		Sippel 01 01H		28.7339		-97.9623		NAD27		GAS		12,800		2,886,828		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05527		1595.55

		11/17/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11297		SEECO		Y		NEWMAN 9-13 3-19H18		35.411047		-92.410742		NAD27		GAS		4,202		5,386,060								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		8.08

		11/17/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11298		SEECO		Y		NEWMAN 9-13 4-19H18		35.410992		-92.410744		NAD27		GAS		4,219		6,192,230								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.29

		11/22/11				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-05334		Williams		Y		Ignacio 33-7 #17		37.08686		-107.61002		NAD83		GAS		7,598		197,491								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.0001		0.20

		11/25/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32646		EL PASO		N		RITCHIE FARMS NO. 9H		28.456		-99.385		NAD27		OIL		7,966		4,712,064		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		0.7		0.000178266		8.40

		11/26/11		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35053		Pioneer		N		Idylwood 03 01H		28.6169		-98.3011		NAD27		GAS		11,153		3,001,446		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05774		1733.03

		11/23/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10925		SEECO		Y		NORWOOD 9-17 5-28H27		35.402577		-92.815127		NAD27		GAS		4,055		5,191,070								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00016		8.31

		11/23/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10926		SEECO		Y		NORWOOD 9-17 6-28H33		35.402576		-92.815195		NAD27		GAS		4,040		5,319,860								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00016		8.51

		12/1/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25607		Energy Corporation of America		N		Phillippi #2-MH		39.885133		-80.019389		NAD83		GAS		8,138		4,150,062		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.0112		464.81

		12/1/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25608		Energy Corporation of America		N		Phillippi #3-MH		39.885092		-80.019394		NAD83		GAS		8,128		3,996,342		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.0092		367.66

		12/3/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25609		Energy Corporation of America		N		Phillippi #4-MH		39.88505		-80.019397		NAD83		GAS		8,111		2,990,778		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00896		267.97

		12/4/11		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35034		Pioneer		N		Sinor Ranch 01 08H		28.52651		-98.22786		NAD27		GAS		13,096		3,263,043		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05654		1844.92

		12/4/11		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35035		Pioneer		N		Sinor Ranch 01 07H		28.52654		-98.22784		NAD27		GAS		13,097		3,524,976		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05822		2052.24

		12/4/11		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35036		Pioneer		N		Sinor Ranch 01 09H		28.52647		-98.22789		NAD27		GAS		13,065		3,275,496		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05652		1851.31

		11/29/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10923		SEECO		Y		NORWOOD 9-17 3-28H21		35.402575		-92.815261		NAD27		GAS		4,080		5,789,280								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00016		9.26

		12/5/11		6/12/12		PA		GREENE		37-059-25606		Energy Corporation of America		N		Phillippi #1-MH		39.885172		-80.019383		NAD83		GAS		8,151		2,861,040		Plexgel 907 LE		Pumpco		Liquid Gel		Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.01016		290.68

		11/29/11				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10924		SEECO		Y		NORWOOD 9-17 4-28H33		35.402574		-92.815328		NAD27		GAS		4,000		5,307,220								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		7.96

		12/4/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11277		SEECO		Y		KOONE 10-16 6-35H1		35.460914		-92.658146		NAD27		GAS		- 0		5,418,990								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		8.13

		12/5/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11278		SEECO		Y		KOONE 10-16 7-35H1		35.461024		-92.65815		NAD27		GAS		- 0		4,098,940								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00016		6.56

		12/8/11				AR		LOGAN		03-083-11037		XTO		Y		Perkins B 18-17		35.18856		-94.00837		NAD27		GAS		6,346		1,302,000								Hydrocarbons		68476-34-6		70		0.00434		56.51

		12/8/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11303		SEECO		Y		KOONE 10-16 8-35H1		35.460969		-92.658148		NAD27		GAS		- 0		2,322,520								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00017		3.95

		12/8/11				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-08743		Williams		Y		Bondad 33-9 #9A		37.08608		-107.79112		NAD83		GAS		8,135		201,100								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00006		0.12

		12/10/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10563		SEECO		Y		JOHNSTON FAMILY TRUST 9-11 1-6H25		35.449074		-92.214534		NAD27		GAS		3,834		6,622,090								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.93

		12/12/11		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35044		Pioneer		N		William Kelly 01 01H		28.5416		-98.2119		NAD27		GAS		13,043		3,533,586		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05244		1853.01

		12/12/11		6/12/12		NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-29997		XTO		N		Breech A 158		36.50286		-107.45762		NAD27		GAS		7,581		75,936								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00007		0.05

		12/10/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10564		SEECO		Y		JOHNSTON FAMILY TRUST 9-11 2-6H25		35.449074		-92.214602		NAD27		GAS		3,830		6,563,410								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.85

		12/14/11				TX		ANDREWS		42-003-43011		PDC		Y		University Frances 4068		32.509972		-98.129361		NAD83		OIL		11,006		761,350								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.03121		237.62

		12/10/11				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-08119		Williams		Y		Ignacio 33-8 #1C		37.12298		-107.66392		NAD83		GAS		7,836		216,740								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00007		0.15

		12/12/11				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-06996		XTO		Y		Fred Feasel A1		36.61565		-107.91264		NAD27		GAS		2,001		23,143								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00012		0.03

		12/19/11		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32716		EL PASO		N		NEWMAN NO. 9H		28.443		-99.223		NAD27		OIL		8,318		4,627,560		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.00741		342.90

		12/14/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10565		SEECO		Y		JOHNSTON FAMILY TRUST 9-11 3-6H25		35.449073		-92.214669		NAD27		GAS		3,829		6,731,630								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		10.10

		12/19/11		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-34882		Pioneer		N		John Friend Webre 01 01H		28.5226		-98.1351		NAD27		GAS		14,730		4,032,002		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05272		2125.67

		12/15/11				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10566		SEECO		Y		JOHNSTON FAMILY TRUST 9-11 4-6H25		35.449073		-92.214736		NAD27		GAS		3,811		6,679,570								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		10.02

		12/19/11				WV		UPSHUR		47-097-03762		MOUNTAIN V		Y		Wilfong Sanders #3		38.83405		-80.34923		NAD27		GAS		7,020		655,326		Unihib A				Corrosion Inhibator		Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.07

		12/24/11		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35057		Pioneer		N		Jack Meeks 01 03H		28.674		-98.2245		NAD27		GAS		11,234		2,686,530		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05452		1464.70

		12/22/11				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-05334		Williams		Y		Ignacio 33-7 #17		37.08686		-107.61002		NAD83		GAS		7,598		198,590								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00007		0.14

		12/22/11				WV		UPSHUR		47-097-03810		MOUNTAIN V		Y		Maxine Fidler #5		38.79688		-80.34432		NAD27		GAS		7,049		596,274		Unihib A				Corrosion Inhibator		Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.06

		12/26/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11307		SEECO		Y		GRAVES 10-15 5-26H		35.481777		-92.565469		NAD27		GAS		2,382		4,700,350								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00022		10.34

		12/30/11		6/12/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32590		Pioneer		N		Pedraza 01 01H		29.0632		-97.4151		NAD27		GAS		14,092		4,033,932		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.06809		2746.70

		12/26/11				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11308		SEECO		Y		GRAVES 10-15 6-26H		35.481832		-92.56547		NAD27		GAS		2,413		4,147,900								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		8.71

		12/28/11				WV		UPSHUR		47-097-03780		MOUNTAIN V		Y		Gower #1		38.89576		-80.25659		NAD27		GAS		7,111		668,262		Unihib A				Corrosion Inhibator		Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.07

		1/3/12		6/12/12		TX		IRION		42-383-37406		EL PASO		N		UNIVERSITY 43-24 #1H		31.134		-101.471		NAD27		OIL		6,860		4,323,829		CI-150		FRAC TECH		CORROSION INHIBITOR		Kerosene		8008-20-6		10		0.00009		3.89

		1/2/12				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10971		SEECO		Y		ZIMMERMAN ANTOINETTE 8-16 2-21H16		35.316246		-92.711012		NAD27		GAS		5,557		9,071,490								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		13.61

		1/2/12				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10972		SEECO		Y		ZIMMERMAN ANTOINETTE 8-16 3-21H16		35.316191		-92.71101		NAD27		GAS		5,537		9,922,840								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00014		13.89

		1/4/12				WV		UPSHUR		47-097-03779		MOUNTAIN V		Y		Charles Phillips #1		38.89719		-80.24546		NAD27		GAS		7,110		655,620		Unihib A				Corrosion Inhibator		Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.07

		1/9/12				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10973		SEECO		Y		ZIMMERMAN ANTOINETTE 8-16 4-21H28		35.316136		-92.711008		NAD27		GAS		5,582		6,129,360								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.19

		1/9/12				WV		UPSHUR		47-097-03809		MOUNTAIN V		Y		Detamore Ross #1		38.875		-80.20833		NAD27		GAS		7,149		3,500,422		Unihib A				Corrosion Inhibator		Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.35

		1/12/12				WV		UPSHUR		47-097-03808		MOUNTAIN V		Y		Anna Cutright #2		38.82578		-80.2203		NAD27		GAS		7,277		669,732		Unihib A				Corrosion Inhibator		Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.07

		1/16/12		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35067		Pioneer		N		Watts 01 01H		28.381782		-98.290581		NAD27		GAS		14,573		3,228,458		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05533		1786.31

		1/18/12		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35068		Pioneer		N		Herschel Fulbright 01 01H		28.521236		-98.21016		NAD27		GAS		13,073		3,699,360		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05393		1995.06

		1/15/12				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10957		SEECO		Y		STARK GARY 9-15 10-14H		35.415204		-92.56704		NAD27		GAS		4,100		5,270,110								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00016		8.43

		1/15/12				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10958		SEECO		Y		STARK GARY 9-15 11-14H15		35.415159		-92.567001		NAD27		GAS		4,080		5,815,430								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00017		9.89

		1/20/12				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10599		SEECO		Y		THOMAS HOLLAND FAMILY TRUST 10-9 1-22H27		35.491223		-91.938739		NAD27		GAS		3,133		6,565,120								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.85

		1/24/12				OK		ELLIS		35-059-22582		QEP		Y		McAtee 1-24H		36.79674		-99.85289		NAD83		GAS		6,400		1,402,705		BC-200		Halliburton		Crosslinker		Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.08662		1215.02

		1/20/12				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-28855		Chevron		Y		Nickles 11-2		36.91218		-108.17833		NAD27		GAS		1,930		63,127								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00006		0.04

		1/21/12				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10600		SEECO		Y		THOMAS HOLLAND FAMILY TRUST 10-9 2-22H15		35.491209		-91.938804		NAD27		GAS		3,082		4,692,640								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00016		7.51

		1/26/12				TX		ANDREWS		42-003-43344		PDC		Y		University Ruth 471		32.509972		-98.129361		NAD83		OIL		11,035		836,130								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.04858		406.19

		1/28/12		6/24/12		TX		ATASCOSA		42-013-34440		Pioneer		N		Justin Tom 01 03H		28.694964		-98.277327		NAD27		GAS		10,949		4,074,254		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05518		2248.17

		1/25/12				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10638		SEECO		Y		GREEN BAY PACKAGING 11-8 2-20H17		35.57921		-91.86652		NAD27		GAS		2,266		6,063,470								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.10

		1/25/12				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-07949		Williams		Y		Bondad 33-10 #27		37.12248		-107.8813		NAD83		GAS		7,900		196,744								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00006		0.12

		1/29/12				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-27583		Chevron		Y		Chavez H2-2		36.92921		-108.16601		NAD27		GAS		2,175		112,310								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00007		0.08

		1/30/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11322		SEECO		Y		ROLLINS 10-14 7-32H4		35.468706		-92.509332		NAD27		GAS		3,655		9,511,700								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		14.27

		1/30/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11323		SEECO		Y		ROLLINS 10-14 #8-32H4		35.468761		-92.50933		NAD27		GAS		3,660		9,009,590								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		13.51

		2/4/12		6/12/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32629		Pioneer		N		Collier 01 01H		29.131836		-97.34644		NAD27		GAS		14,020		3,807,804		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.07689		2927.82

		1/30/12				NM		RIO ARRIBA		30-039-06527		XTO		Y		Breech C #244		36.49157		-107.43096		NAD27		GAS		7,576		72,078								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00014		0.10

		1/31/12				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-32149		XTO		Y		Schwerdtfeger 8-3		36.5936		-108.03244		NAD27		GAS		2,084		15,679								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00031		0.05

		2/5/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11321		SEECO		Y		ROLLINS 10-14 #6-32H4		35.468651		-92.509333		NAD27		GAS		3,650		7,154,900								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		10.73

		2/10/12		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35080		Pioneer		N		HT Chapman 02 02H		28.6733		-98.212688		NAD27		GAS		11,671		3,095,442		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05468		1692.59

		2/13/12				NM		EDDY		30-015-39118		Occidental		Y		Smokey Bits State Com 3H		32.701346		-103.932492		NAD27		OIL		3,710		838,191		BC-200		Halliburton		Crosslinker		Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.08828		739.96

		2/14/12		6/12/12		TX		BEE		42-025-33791		Pioneer		N		Gill 01 01H		28.66017		-98.016034		NAD27		GAS		13,082		4,165,896		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05414		2255.42

		2/9/12				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10639		SEECO		Y		CHISLER 10-11 1-30H19		35.465551		-92.210887		NAD27		GAS		3,870		6,596,900								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.90

		2/15/12		6/12/12		NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-29441		XTO		N		Hubbell 20		36.62876		-107.91316		NAD27		GAS		2,189		42,592								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00014		0.06

		2/17/12				ND		DIVIDE		33-023-00734		Samson Lonestar		Y		Lido 11-2-162-98H		48.866414		-103.369981		NAD83		OIL		8,154		1,358,717		CL-22M CROSSLINKER		Halliburton		Crosslinker		Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.03208		435.88

		2/9/12				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10640		SEECO		Y		CHISLER 10-11 2-30H19		35.465606		-92.210885		NAD27		GAS		3,851		5,947,910								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		8.92

		2/15/12				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10960		SEECO		Y		ALLEY 9-15 4-1H6		35.455673		-92.535352		NAD27		GAS		7,170		5,889,800								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		8.83

		2/17/12				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10959		SEECO		Y		ALLEY 9-15 3-1H6		35.455728		-92.53535		NAD27		GAS		3,610		4,984,010								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00016		7.97

		2/18/12				NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-30540		Chevron		Y		LM Barton 1B		36.83202		-108.05504		NAD27		OIL		4,823		71,867								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00005		0.04

		2/22/12				ND		MCKENZIE		33-053-03803		DENBURY ONSHORE		Y		Johnson 24-31NEH		47.761795		-103.146344		NAD27		OIL		11,075		2,774,152		CL-22M CROSSLINKER		Halliburton		Crosslinker		Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.03331		924.07

		2/19/12				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10962		SEECO		Y		ALLEY 9-15 6-1H6		35.455564		-92.535355		NAD27		GAS		3,635		6,441,490								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.66

		2/24/12				UT		CARBON		43-007-50117		Bill Barrett		Y		Peter's Point 9x-36D-12-16		39.72948		-110.06724		NAD27		GAS		6,953		263,570								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.18853		496.91

		2/24/12				ND		WILLIAMS		33-105-12185		GEORESOURCES		Y		Pasternak 1-1-12H		48		-103		NAD83		OIL		10,025		1,262,829		CL-22M CROSSLINKER		Halliburton		Crosslinker		Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.0378		477.35

		2/24/12		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32819		Pioneer		N		Washburn Ranch 01 01H		28.362344		-98.8700499		NAD27		GAS		10,139		3,379,782		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05713		1930.87

		2/24/12		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-32849		Pioneer		N		Washburn Ranch 01 02H		28.3623467		-98.8699566		NAD27		GAS		10,129		3,135,300		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05988		1877.42

		2/20/12				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10961		SEECO		Y		ALLEY 9-15 5-1H6		35.455618		-92.535354		NAD27		GAS		3,630		6,696,910								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		10.05

		2/22/12				WV		UPSHUR		47-097-03835		MOUNTAIN V		Y		MLOM #1		38.84119		-80.22927		NAD27		GAS		7,282		683,088		Unihib A				Corrosion Inhibator		Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00001		0.07

		3/1/12		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35091		Pioneer		N		South Texas Childrens Home 01 02H		28.6063741		-98.2792998		NAD27		GAS		11,398		2,220,162		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05638		1251.73

		2/29/12				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10628		SEECO		Y		HIGGS 10-11 5-15H		35.507652		-92.157109		NAD27		GAS		3,650		5,479,640								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		8.22

		3/5/12		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35032		Pioneer		N		Three Sisters 01 05H		28.544068		-98.2212159		NAD27		GAS		12,976		4,762,086		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05209		2480.57

		2/29/12				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10629		SEECO		Y		HIGGS 10-11 6-15H		35.507652		-92.157041		NAD27		GAS		3,637		5,333,490								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		8.00

		3/3/12				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10631		SEECO		Y		HIGGS 10-11 8-15H		35.507652		-92.156974		NAD27		GAS		3,634		5,311,780								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		7.97

		3/13/12		6/12/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32647		Pioneer		N		Costlow GU 01 02H		29.0849412		-97.3777387		NAD27		GAS		13,921		2,629,746		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.0854		2245.80

		3/6/12				AR		CLEBURNE		03-023-10630		SEECO		Y		HIGGS 10-11 7-15H		35.506724		-92.155287		NAD27		GAS		3,470		4,768,610								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		7.15

		3/10/12				AR		CONWAY		03-029-10999		SEECO		Y		MCCOY 8-16 4-1H		35.363758		-92.641832		NAD27		GAS		4,065		5,578,170								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		11.71

		3/18/12		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-34901		Pioneer		N		Gerald Burke Schulz 02 01H		28.528021		-98.17711		NAD27		GAS		13,223		2,703,750		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05973		1614.95

		3/13/12				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10418		SEECO		Y		MCMILLEN 8-14 3-35H26		35.282048		-92.463252		NAD27		GAS		6,170		8,425,970								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		17.69

		3/14/12				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10417		SEECO		Y		MCMILLEN 8-14 2-35H26		35.282046		-92.463185		NAD27		GAS		6,167		8,903,690								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.0002		17.81

		3/24/12		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35083		Pioneer		N		Knox Miller 01 01H		28.541792		-98.175418		NAD27		GAS		13,055		3,787,728		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05874		2224.91

		3/26/12		6/12/12		TX		KARNES		42-255-32299		Pioneer		N		Watson 01 01H		28.76188		-97.8938		NAD27		GAS		12,875		1,974,168		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.0596		1176.60

		3/20/12				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10403		SEECO		Y		MCMILLEN R L 8-14 2-34H27		35.282101		-92.469658		NAD27		GAS		6,165		6,687,570								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		14.04

		3/20/12				AR		FAULKNER		03-045-10404		SEECO		Y		MCMILLEN R L 8-14 3-34H27		35.282097		-92.469725		NAD27		GAS		6,196		6,658,980								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		13.98

		3/29/12		6/12/12		TX		REAGAN		42-383-37567		EL PASO		N		UNIVERSITY 43-16 #2H		31.173		-101.48		NAD27		OIL		6,892		6,427,848		CI-150		FRAC TECH		CORROSION INHIBITOR		Kerosene		8008-20-6		10		0.00022		14.14

		3/26/12				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-05565		WPX Energy		Y		Bondad 33-10 #19		37.05683		-107.93397		NAD83		GAS		8,335		200,269								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00006		0.12

		3/26/12				CO		LA PLATA		05-067-08743		WPX Energy		Y		Bondad 33-9 #9A		37.08608		-107.79112		NAD83		GAS		8,135		226,670								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00006		0.14

		3/30/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11423		SEECO		Y		STARK 9-12 9-5H		35.440594		-92.287131		NAD27		GAS		3,820		5,303,670								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		7.96

		4/9/12		6/12/12		TX		KARNES		42-255-32109		Pioneer		N		Smolik 01 01H		28.829933		-97.818757		NAD27		GAS		13,000		3,626,238		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05883		2133.32

		4/9/12		6/12/12		TX		KARNES		42-255-32110		Pioneer		N		Smolik 01 02H		28.829961		-97.818723		NAD27		GAS		13,032		3,914,778		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05794		2268.22

		4/9/12		6/12/12		TX		KARNES		42-255-32153		Pioneer		N		Smolik 01 03H		28.82999		-97.818769		NAD27		GAS		13,007		3,983,742		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.0568		2262.77

		4/3/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11424		SEECO		Y		STARK 9-12 10-5H		35.437943		-92.301647		NAD27		GAS		3,913		4,365,330								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		6.55

		4/3/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11425		SEECO		Y		STARK 9-12 11-5H		35.437888		-92.301648		NAD27		GAS		4,058		6,039,060								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.06

		4/10/12		6/12/12		TX		IRION		42-235-34944		EL PASO		N		UNIVERSITY 43-17 NO. 2H		31.102381		-101.268009		NAD27		OIL		6,624		6,610,968		CI-150		FRAC TECH		CORROSION INHIBITOR		Kerosene		8008-20-6		10		0.00024		15.87

		4/14/12		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		04-228-32884		EL PASO		N		MALTSBERGER NO. 22H		28.322		-99.235		NAD27		OIL		9,651		5,725,310		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.01353		774.63

		4/16/12		6/12/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32704		Pioneer		N		Ressman 01 02H		29.006644		-97.591916		NAD27		GAS		13,521		3,375,246		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.06097		2057.89

		4/18/12		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		04-228-33021		EL PASO		API # NOT ON FF		WAREING NO. 9H		26.34		-98.65		NAD27		OIL		8,673		5,250,760		CI-150		FRAC TECH		CORROSION INHIBITOR		Kerosene		8008-20-6		10		0.00056		29.40

		4/18/12		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-33021		EL PASO		N		WAREING 71A UNIT NO. 9H		26.34		-98.65		NAD27		OIL		8,673		5,250,756		CI-150		FRAC TECH		CORROSION INHIBITOR		Kerosene		8008-20-6		10		0.00056		29.40

		4/26/12		6/12/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32516		Pioneer		N		Schorlemer 02 01H		29.020998		-97.554987		NAD27		GAS		13,579		3,399,396		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.04837		1644.29

		4/26/12		6/12/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32566		Pioneer		N		Schorlemer 02 02H		29.021029		-97.554958		NAD27		GAS		13,581		3,399,396		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.04903		1666.72

		4/26/12		6/12/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32571		Pioneer		N		Schorlemer 02 03H		29.021061		-97.554929		NAD27		GAS		13,598		3,399,396		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05017		1705.48

		4/9/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11421		SEECO		Y		STARK 9-12 7-5H		35.449138		-92.287838		NAD27		GAS		3,885		5,425,820								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		8.14

		4/9/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11422		SEECO		Y		STARK 9-12 8-5H		35.449137		-92.287905		NAD27		GAS		3,778		5,517,590								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		8.28

		5/3/12		6/12/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35105		Pioneer		N		David Saenz 01 01H		28.5816		-98.118812		NAD27		GAS		13,394		3,366,594		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.04981		1676.90

		5/1/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11408		SEECO		Y		HUTCHINS 9-13 10-22H21		35.408754		-92.369071		NAD27		GAS		4,275		7,353,012								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		11.03

		5/2/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11407		SEECO		Y		HUTCHINS 9-13 9-22H21		35.408753		-92.369004		NAD27		GAS		4,264		6,748,005								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		10.12

		5/7/12		6/24/12		TX		DIMMIT		42-127-34420		EL PASO		API # NOT ON FF		RITCHIE FARMS NO. 16H		28.443		-99.4		NAD27		OIL		14,386		6,133,764		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.00806		494.38

		5/9/12		6/12/12		TX		LA SALLE		04-228-33133		EL PASO		API # NOT ON FF		WAREING NO. 11H		26.33		-98.656		NAD27		OIL		8,676		7,465,870		CI-150		FRAC TECH		CORROSION INHIBITOR		Kerosene		8008-20-6		10		0.00059		44.05

		5/6/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11404		SEECO		Y		HUTCHINS 9-13 6-22H15		35.40875		-92.368802		NAD27		GAS		4,270		6,581,716								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.87

		5/6/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11406		SEECO		Y		HUTCHINS 9-13 8-22H15		35.408752		-92.368936		NAD27		GAS		4,246		5,397,531								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		8.10

		5/9/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11405		SEECO		Y		HUTCHINS 9-13 7-22H15		35.408751		-92.368869		NAD27		GAS		4,262		2,383,273								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00042		10.01

		5/15/12		6/12/12		TX		IRION		42-235-35012		EL PASO		N		UNIVERSITY 43-18 NO. 2H		31.102		-101.264		NAD27		OIL		7,223		8,732,850		CI-150		FRAC TECH		CORROSION INHIBITOR		Kerosene		8008-20-6		10		0.0004		34.93

		5/15/12		6/24/12		TX		LA SALLE		42-283-33036		EL PASO		N		NEWMAN NO. 13H		28.476		-99.199		NAD27		OIL		8,585		4,576,782		WXL-101L		Weatherford		DELAYED BORATE CROSSLINKER		Hydrocarbon distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.0089		407.33

		5/19/12		8/6/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32652		Pioneer		N		Dworaczyk 01 01H		29.022536		-97.574852		NAD27		GAS		13,520		5,440,932		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05278		2871.72

		5/19/12		8/6/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32653		Pioneer		N		Dworaczyk 01 03H		29.022571		-97.574829		NAD27		GAS		13,505		5,371,506		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05025		2699.18

		5/19/12		6/24/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32654		Pioneer		N		Dworaczyk 01 04H		29.022607		-97.574806		NAD27		GAS		13,499		5,440,932		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.0511		2780.32

		5/14/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11415		SEECO		Y		JOHNSON FAMILY TRUST 9-13 9-16H		35.411669		-92.375655		NAD27		GAS		4,110		5,450,283								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00016		8.72

		5/14/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11416		SEECO		Y		JOHNSON FAMILY TRUST 9-13 10-16H		35.411668		-92.375588		NAD27		GAS		4,232		5,525,112								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		8.29

		5/19/12				AR		CONWAY		03-029-11044		SEECO		Y		HANNA 9-17 12-32H4		35.384706		-92.821315		NAD27		GAS		4,027		6,436,130								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.65

		6/1/12		8/6/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35117		Pioneer		N		Jack Meeks 01 04H		28.673619		-98.27805		NAD27		GAS		11,425		2,812,908		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05604		1576.35

		6/1/12		8/6/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35118		Pioneer		N		Jack Meeks 01 05H		28.673613		-98.21532		NAD27		GAS		11,421		2,318,064		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05391		1249.67

		6/8/12		8/6/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35124		Pioneer		N		Schmidt Family 01 01H		28.614831		-98.089628		NAD27		OIL		13,091		3,872,400		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05226		2023.72

		6/9/12		8/6/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35122		Pioneer		N		S TX Childrens Home 01 03H		28.611772		-98.27805		NAD27		GAS		11,383		2,968,812		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.00386		114.60

		5/19/12				AR		CONWAY		03-029-11045		SEECO		Y		HANNA 9-17 13-32H4		35.384711		-92.821249		NAD27		GAS		4,013		7,161,366								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		10.74

		6/19/12		8/6/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32675		Pioneer		N		Bruns 01 02H		29.004842		-97.604453		NAD27		GAS		13,509		3,909,192		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.06317		2469.44

		6/19/12		8/6/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32676		Pioneer		N		Bruns 01 03H		29.004822		-97.604412		NAD27		GAS		13,538		3,939,306		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.06203		2443.55

		6/19/12		8/6/12		TX		DEWITT		42-123-32677		Pioneer		N		Bruns 01 04H		29.004802		-97.604371		NAD27		GAS		13,538		3,879,120		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.06362		2467.90

		5/23/12				AR		CONWAY		03-029-11043		SEECO		Y		HANNA 9-17 11-32H5		35.384702		-92.821382		NAD27		GAS		4,037		6,548,721								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		9.82

		6/17/12				AR		CONWAY		03-029-11046		SEECO		Y		PRINCE LOUI 9-15 9-22H27		35.402709		-92.573542		NAD27		GAS		3,872		7,493,539								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00014		10.49

		6/27/12		8/6/12		TX		LIVE OAK		42-297-35131		Pioneer		N		Three Sisters 01 10H		28.564955		-98.238142		NAD27		GAS		12,491		4,558,848		WXL-101L		Weatherford		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.0587		2676.04

		6/23/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11460		SEECO		Y		BRADLEY 9-13 3-20H17		35.409722		-92.407328		NAD27		GAS		4,185		5,058,894								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00025		12.65

		6/23/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11461		SEECO		Y		BRADLEY 9-13 4-20H8		35.409666		-92.40733		NAD27		GAS		4,192		6,064,824								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00023		13.95

		6/27/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11462		SEECO		Y		BRADLEY 9-13 5-20H16		35.409611		-92.407332		NAD27		GAS		4,181		4,473,888								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00025		11.18

		7/29/12				ND		DIVIDE		33-023-00760		Samson Lonestar		Y		Camino 5-8-163-98H		48.980456		-103.431214		NAD83		OIL		7,919		1,050,397		CL-22M CROSSLINKER		Halliburton		Crosslinker		Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.04623		485.60

		6/27/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11463		SEECO		Y		BRADLEY 9-13 6-20H		35.409557		-92.407334		NAD27		GAS		4,209		5,518,320								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		11.59

		8/4/12				TX		MADISON		42-313-30920		Fidelity E&P		Y		Manning #1		31.01767		-95.79935		NAD27		GAS		11,510		244,157		WXL-101L		WFT		Crosslinker		Hydrocarbon Distillate		68476-34-6		70		0.05521		134.80

		6/30/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11464		SEECO		Y		BRADLEY 9-13 7-20H21		35.409502		-92.407335		NAD27		GAS		4,253		5,660,817								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00021		11.89

		8/2/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11509		SEECO		Y		HUTTO JEFF 9-13 9-28H		35.382531		-92.388472		NAD27		GAS		4,468		5,511,957								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		8.27

		8/4/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11510		SEECO		Y		HUTTO JEFF 9-13 10-28H21		35.382546		-92.388536		NAD27		GAS		4,476		4,400,638								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00018		7.92

		10/1/12				WY		CAMPBELL		49-005-61619		Devon Energy Production Company		Y		Carlton 304472-1PH		43.76588		-105.55893		NAD83				0		544,315								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.20939		1139.74

		11/22/12		6/12/12		NM		SAN JUAN		30-045-34980		XTO		N		Huerfano 324		36.40304		-107.78788		NAD83		GAS		6,810		32,763								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00014		0.05

		8/5/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11511		SEECO		Y		HUTTO JEFF 9-13 11-28H20		35.38256		-92.388599		NAD27		GAS		4,892		6,664,840								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00015		10.00

		8/12/12				AR		VAN BUREN		03-141-11444		SEECO		Y		LINN CONAL 10-12 2-7H6		35.514259		-92.31568		NAD27		GAS		3,199		5,569,204								Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00022		12.25

		3/27/13				PA		CRAWFORD		37-039-25209-00-00		RANGE PRODUCTION		Y		Miller, Fred Unit 1		41.684458		-79.684458		NAD83				5,339		17,250								Kerosene		8008-20-6		5		0.00121		0.21

		4/25/13				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-02250		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Ervin 5693 11-24T		48.326403		-102.587526		NAD83		OIL		10,163		2,991,585		OWS-DF1				Defoamer		Kerosene		8008-20-6		90		0.00017		5.09

		5/24/13				ND		WILLIAMS		33-105-02851		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Stim 5504 42-2H		48.270885		-104.026143		NAD83		OIL		10,597		2,791,489		OWS-DF1				Defoamer		Kerosene		8008-20-6		90		0		0.00

		8/23/13				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-02443-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Zutz 5693 44-12T		48.342449		-102.572761		WGS84				9,867		3,080,081								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100		0.00003		0.92

		8/23/13				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-02444-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Dunlap 5693 44-12B		48.342449		-102.572234		WGS84				9,867		3,077,639								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100				0.00

		9/13/13				TX		JASPER		42-241-30836-00-00		CENTURY EXPLORATION		Y		MVP 'A-152' #4ST		30.2460852		-94.0516834		NAD27				11,435		127,193								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.27829		353.97

		9/1/13				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-02580-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		DeMorrett 5693 43-12B		48.34254		-102.57634		WGS84				9,859		3,116,436								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100				0.00

		9/4/13				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-02581-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Barman 5693 43-12T		48.34254		-102.57655		WGS84				9,968		3,093,737								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100				0.00

		9/15/13				ND		WILLIAMS		33-105-02865-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Nellie John Federal 5300 14-25B		48.05177		-103.4767		WGS84				11,058		2,609,418								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100				0.00

		9/16/13				ND		WILLIAMS		33-105-02864-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Neva Federal 5300 14-25T		48.05187		-103.47656		WGS84				11,109		3,381,943								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100		0.00004		1.35

		10/1/13				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-02625-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Cottle 5892 21-30T		48.482405		-102.623888		WGS84				9,550		2,460,712								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100				0.00

		10/2/13				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-02499-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Harvey 5892 21-30B		48.481966		-102.624054		WGS84				9,476		2,346,481								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100				0.00

		10/3/13				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-02497-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Norris 5892 21-30B		48.482378		-102.624053		WGS84				9,485		2,451,695								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100				0.00

		10/5/13				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-02498-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Gasser 5892 21-30T		48.482103		-102.624054		WGS84				9,568		2,417,079								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100				0.00

		10/17/13				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-02528-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Al 5493 44-23B		48.082296		-102.354319		NAD83				10,403		2,969,212								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100				0.00

		10/20/13				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-02527-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Rizzo  5493 44-23T		48.082296		-102.354246		NAD83				10,599		2,650,909								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100				0.00

		10/23/13				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-02529-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Sylvia 5493 44-23T		48.082296		-102.354393		NAD83				10,605		3,094,711								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100				0.00

		11/1/13				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-02573-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Mawson 5493 43-23T		48.082314		-102.355838		NAD83				10,616		2,990,206								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100		0.00002		0.60

		1/8/14				OK		PAWNEE		35-117-23408		Mid-Con Energy Operating, LLC		Y		Emma Martin 3A		36.2772065		-96.4795938		NAD27				2,750		30,870		BIO BALLS		SANTROL		DIVERTING AGENT		Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.01109		3.42

		1/22/14				WY		PARK		49-029-06883		MARATHON		Y		Wilson B 11		44.328355		-108.888173		NAD83				4,080		29,685								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.27917		82.87

		1/24/14				WY		PARK		49-029-31240-00-00		MARATHON		Y		Pitchfork 114H		44.13228		-109.06014		NAD83				6,394		27,702								Diesel		68476-34-6		60		0.31661		87.71

		11/5/13				ND		MOUNTRAIL		33-061-02572-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Feathertop 5493 43-23B		48.082314		-102.355764		NAD83				10,499		2,990,206								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100				0.00

		11/22/13				MT		RICHLAND		25-083-23097-00-00		OASIS PETROLEUM		Y		Freesia Federal 2658 13-11H		48.0132874		-104.112099		NAD83				10,313		2,650,262								Kerosene		8008-20-6		100				0.00

		2/14/14				OK		PAWNEE		35-117-23495		Mid-Con Energy Operating, LLC		Y		Williams 5A		36.2696333		-96.4795881		NAD27				1,880		68,544		BIO BALLS		SANTROL		DIVERTING AGENT		Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.00501		3.43

		2/28/14				OK		PAWNEE		35-117-23566		Mid-Con Energy Operating, LLC		Y		JA Jones 58		36.2889909		-96.4705076		NAD27				2,870		70,644		BIO BALLS		SANTROL		DIVERTING AGENT		Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.00306		2.16

		3/12/14				OK		PAWNEE		35-117-23594		Mid-Con Energy Operating, LLC		Y		JA Jones 60		36.285883		-96.471893		NAD27				1,750		75,012		BIO BALLS		SANTROL		DIVERTING AGENT		Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.00345		2.59

		3/12/14				OK		PAWNEE		35-117-23596		Mid-Con Energy Operating, LLC		Y		JA Jones 59		36.2876419		-96.4738717		NAD27				1,781		63,168		BIO BALLS		SANTROL		DIVERTING AGENT		Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.0034		2.15

		5/2/14				OK		GARVIN		35-049-24989		Ranken Energy Corporation		Y		Douglas 1-14		34.72749602		-97.38244804		NAD27				5,782		488,334								Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.00109		5.32

		5/3/14				OK		MCCLAIN		35-087-21965		Ranken Energy Corporation		Y		Gateway 1-7		34.92333879		-97.34181293		NAD27				7,094		509,460								Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.00058		2.95

		2/11/14				OK		WOODS		35-151-24012		Midstates Petroleum Company		Y		BAYS -2513- - # 2 H-15C		36.638426		-98.587684		NAD27				5,975		186,689		MAI-28		CESI		Scale inhibitor		Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.0035		6.53

		2/11/14				OK		WOODS		35-151-24013		Midstates Petroleum Company		Y		BAYS -2513- - # 1 H-15A		36.638426		-98.587735		NAD27				5,975		190,975		MAI-28		CESI		Scale inhibitor		Kerosene		8008-20-6		6		0.00346		6.61

		5/7/14				TX		UPTON		42-461-39093		Pioneer 		Y		XBC GIDDINGS ESTATE 2130H		31.466167		-101.998191		NAD27				9,669		8,055,306								Kerosene		8008-20-6		4		0.00012		9.67

		5/7/14				TX		UPTON		42-461-39094		Pioneer 		Y		XBC GIDDINGS ESTATE 2131H		31.46593		-101.9982		NAD27				9,151		8,676,192								Kerosene		8008-20-6		4		0.00011		9.54

		5/9/14				TX		UPTON		42-461-39092		Pioneer 		Y		XBC GIDDINGS ESTATE 2129H		31.466146		-101.998284		NAD27				9,364		8,375,934								Kerosene		8008-20-6		4		0.00012		10.05

		6/11/14				OK		PAWNEE		35-117-23572		Mid-Con Energy Operating, LLC		Y		Williams 7A		36.272348		-96.4795938		NAD27				2,180		14,952		BIO BALLS		SANTROL		DIVERTING AGENT		Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.01259		1.88

		5/15/14				TX		UPTON		42-461-39090		Pioneer		Y		XBC GIDDINGS ESTATE 2126H		31.46563		-102.000513		NAD27				9,443		8,680,518		 						Kerosene		8008-20-6		4		0.00013		11.28

		5/15/14				TX		UPTON		42-461-39091		Pioneer		Y		XBC GIDDINGS ESTATE 2127H		31.465651		-102.00042		NAD27				9,138		9,777,306								Kerosene		8008-20-6		4		0.00012		11.73

		1/18/14				OK		Carter		35-019-25985		Paul Burton, LLC		Y		Daube A 6-23		34.363975		-97.381095		NAD27				925		18,564								Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.01792		3.33

		1/18/14				OK		Carter		35-019-25978		Paul Burton, LLC		Y		Roger 1-23		34.363902		-97.38001		NAD27				970		22,764								Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.01482		3.37

		1/18/14				OK		Carter		35-019-25984		Paul Burton, LLC		Y		Daube A 5-23		34.36484		-97.381159		NAD27				1,002		24,780								Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.02254		5.59

		1/17/14				OK		Carter		35-019-25979		Paul Burton, LLC		Y		Roger 2-23		34.363065		-97.378919		NAD27				1,003		31,248								Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.08546		26.70

		1/16/14				OK		Carter		35-019-25983		Paul Burton, LLC		Y		Daube A 3-23		34.36577		-97.383277		NAD27				1,014		24,444								Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.06687		16.35

		7/23/14				OK		PAWNEE		35-117-23605		Mid-Con Energy Operating, LLC		Y		Helmick 19		36.29453841		-96.47894087		NAD27				1755		65,448		BIO BALLS		SANTROL		DIVERTING AGENT		Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.00422		2.76

		7/2/14				OK		CREEK		35-037-28843		Mid-Con Energy Operating, LLC		Y		A. Miller 15		36.05118		-96.61869		NAD27				2131		50,400		BIO BALLS		SANTROL		DIVERTING AGENT		Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.00224		1.13

		6/27/14				OK		PAWNEE		35-117-20840		Mid-Con Energy Operating, LLC		Y		McNulty 8A		36.2910157		-96.4615085		NAD27				1830		43,218		BIO BALLS		SANTROL		DIVERTING AGENT		Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.00623		2.69

		6/25/14				OK		PAWNEE		35-117-23598		Mid-Con Energy Operating, LLC		Y		JA Jones 61		36.2858744		-96.4761289		NAD27				1760		37,842		BIO BALLS		SANTROL		DIVERTING AGENT		Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.00404		1.53

		4/16/14				OK		PAWNEE		35-117-23568		Mid-Con Energy Operating, LLC		Y		Frazee 22		36.2731476		-96.4702273		NAD27				1380		30,072		BIO BALLS		SANTROL		DIVERTING AGENT		Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.00349		1.05

		4/2/14				OK		PAWNEE		35-117-23562		Mid-Con Energy Operating, LLC		Y		McNulty 14A		36.2962342		-96.4641782		NAD27				1716		31,752		BIO BALLS		SANTROL		DIVERTING AGENT		Diesel		68476-34-6		5		0.0043		1.37
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		How to use this spreadsheet

		The 'Wells Fracked with Diesel Fuels' tab contains well-level information about the use of diesel fuel during hydraulic fracturing. You can use the filters at the top of each column to explore the wells that interest you.



		Data Sources

		Frac Focus’s Chemical Disclosure Registry and PIVOT Upstream Group’s D-FRAC Database



		FIELD GLOSSARY

		Column Name		Description

		Frac Date Start		The date on which the frac job started

		Frac Date End		The date on which the frac job ended

		Date PIVOT Pulled Data		The date on which PIVOT pulled the data from FracFocus. This only applies to wells with "N" or "API # not on FF" in column H

		State		The state where the well is located

		County		The county where the well is located

		API		The well's API ID number. This number can be used to locate well information on FracFocus.

		Operator		The well operator

		Diesel use indicated on FracFocus disclosures as verified by EIP between 6/18/2014 and 7/16/2014		This field indicates whether EIP could confirm diesel use on FracFocus between the dates listed.

		Well Name		The well name

		Latitude		Latitude

		Longitude		Longitude

		Lat/Long Projection		Map projection

		Prod. Type		Type of production (gas, oil, etc.)

		TVD		Total vertical depth

		Fracking Liquid Volume (gal)		The amount of fracking fluid, including additives and water, that was injected into the well

		Trade Name		The trade name of the additive, if available.

		Supplier		The supplier of the additive, if available.

		Purpose		The purpose of the additive, if available.

		Ingredient		The diesel ingredient within the additive.

		CAS Num		The CAS number that refers to the diesel ingredient.

		Max Concentration Additive (%)		The maximum concentration of diesel within the additive (%)

		Max Concentration in Frac Fluid (%)		The maximum concentration of diesel within the frac fluid (%)

		Comments		Comments entered by PIVOT

		Vol of Diesel (gal)		The volume of diesel ingredient within the frac fluid (field added by EIP)





